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This dissertation looks at some aspects of the representation theory of complex semi-simple Lie 
groups. 
Section 2 gives a brief overview of the theory of Lie groups and their corresponding Lie 
algebras. We concentrate on Lie algebras since these are more tractable, describing their root 
structures and fleshing out the examples of the three classical cases in considerable detail. We 
then look at certain distinguished sub-algebras of semi-simple Lie algebras before moving onto 
the key theorem in this section, the Theorem of Highest Weight. This provides a 1 - 1 corre-
spondence between certain roots, and irreducible representations of Lie algebras, and will be 
used repeatedly in the sequel. 
Section 3 provides a method of constructing representations of the classical groups "by 
hand". It is highly combinatorial, using a duality between 15k-modules and GL(V)-modules. 
We start by using a combinatorial object known as a Young diagram to construct irreducible 
representations of the symmetric group. Then using the duality and after some work we are able 
to produce representations of certain subgroups of GL(V) the classical groups. We parametrise 
these representations with classes of Young diagrams. 
Section 4 provides a second method of producing the irreducible representations of the clas-
sical groups, this time more geometrically and less explicitly. Representations are constructed as 
the spaces of sections of line bundles of smooth algebraic varieties known as flag manifolds. The 
Young diagram corresponding to the representation is shown to encode information regarding 
the geometry of the flag manifold. 
In Section 5 we change tack radically. This section looks at the structure of infinite-
dimensional highest weight modules known as Verma modules. These are in some sense the 
simplest highest weight modules from which all others can be constructed. We use the Verma 
modules to construct free resolutions of irreducible representations paramatrised by the Weyl 
group and the Bruhat order. 
Section 6 generalises the results of §4 using §5. Using an easy result on the cohomology of 
the complex projective space pi, we are able to deduce the Bott vanishing theorem, and then 
we derive the Borel-Weil theorem, the climax of the dissertation. 
We finish off in Section 7 by taking a closer look at the geometry of the flag manifolds. We 
find that the cohomology ring can be described as the space of coinvariants of the Weyl group 
acting on the space of polynomials on the Cartan sub algebra. The Weyl group also parametrises 
a decomposition of the flag manifold into disjoint cells - Bruhat cells. Their closures provide a 











2 Lie groups and Lie algebras 
We give a brief summary of results and notation on Lie groups and algebras. For more detai1see 
[33], [34] or [28]. A Lie group is a topological group structure on a smooth manifold such that 
the operations of multiplication and inversion are smooth. Standard examples of Lie groups 
include 
1. ]Rn and Cn with their normal topology and normal addition. 
2. S 1, the unit circle in the complex plane, and C*, the complex plane with the origin deleted 
are Lie groups under complex multiplication defined normally. Their cartesian products (S l)n 
and (C*)n are the real and complex tori. 
3. Let V be a complex n-dimensional vector space equipped with a Hermitian form (,). 
Given a linear operator x : V -4 V we define its adjoint to be the operator x* such that 
(x(v), w) (v, x*(w)) for all v and win V. We now define the Lie group 
U(V) ={x E Aut(V) Ixox* = e}. 
If we let eJ, ... , en be a basis for V such that (ei' ej) = liij then it follows that 
where Aut(Cn) is the set of invertible complex n x n matrices and xh is the conjugate transpose 
of x. This is known as the unitary group. If we impose the additional condition that the 
matrices have determinant one we have the special unitary group SU(V). 
We can also defineSLnC = {x E Aut(Cn) I det(x) = 1}, the complex special linear group. 
4. Let V be a real n-dimensional vector space with a non-degenerate symmetric form Q. As 
in the above example we can define the adjoint to a linear operator on V. We then have 
O(V) = {x E Aut(V) Ix ox* e}, 
the orthogonal group. Complexifying V to VC = V ®IR C and extending the form Q complex 
linearly we have the complex orthogonal group 
O(yC) {x E Aut(yC) Ixox* e}. 
As above we can construct a nice basis with respect to the form in which case it follows that 
we are looking at matrices which result in the identity after acting on their transpose. The'ie 
groups are not connected topologically. For the most part we will concentrate on the connected 
component containing the identity: the special orthogonal group SO(V) of matrices with deter-
minant one. 
5. Let V be a 2n-dimensional vector space with non-degenerate skew-symmetric (symplectic) 











SP(V) = {x E Aut(V) I x 0 x* = e}, and 
SP(yC) = {x E Aut(yC) Ixox* e}. 
Let e], ... , e2n be a basis for V such that w(ei, en+j) Oij and w(eil ej) = 0 for i and j between 
1 and n. Then we can write the symplectic form in terms of Q as 
w(v, w) = Q(v,Jw), where J = (-~n I;). 
From this it follows that 
SP(V) = SP2nIR {x E Aut (1R2n) Ix to J 0 x = e} , and we also have 
SP(yC) = SP2nC = {x E Aut(C2n) Ixto J ox e}. 
The Lie groups in the last three examples are the classical groups and their complexifications, 
three families of compact Lie groups named and intensively studied by H. Weyl. We rewrite the 
groups in terms of canonical bases since this is useful in describing the structure of the group 
in more detail later. There is a close relationship between the representations of a compact 
Lie group and its complexification, which comes out of Weyl's unitary trick, which implies that 
their representations are in 1 - 1 correspondence. So by studying the complexifications we 
obtain a lot of information about the classical Lie groups. We will thus concentrate on complex 
Lie groups, those where the underlying manifold has a complex structure and the operations of 
multiplication and inversion are holomorphic. 
Given a Lie group G, we choose an x E G and define the following natural maps: 
Lx:: G -7 G : 9 H X· 9 and ex: G -7 G: 9 H X· g. x-1. 
Denote by TG the tangent bundle over G, and refer to sections of TG as vector fields on G. 
A vector field X on G is left-invariant if the following diagram commutes for all x E G 
We have a representation of G on the complex vector space of holomorphic functions from 
G to C known as the regular representation. The G-action is given by 
g.f(x) f(g-l.x) 
Using this we construct an isomorphism between TeG, the tangent space to G at the identity, 
and LTG, the space of left-invariant vector-fields on G. Define maps 
tV: LTG -7 TeG: X I-t Xe, and 











These are clearly inverse to each other. We refer to either of these vector spaces as g. It is 
the Lie algebra associated to the Lie group G. Given an x E G we have the map dC,,: TG -1 TG. 
This preserves left-invariant vector fields and so it pushes down to g. We then have a map 
Ad : G -1 Aut(g) : x H dC". 
This is a representation of G on £I, the adjoint representation. Taking the differential of this 
map we obtain 
ad := dAd; £I -1 T Aut(g) = ilet(g). 
This gives us our Lie bracket on £I: [X, y] = adx(Y) for X, Y E g. 
2.1 Semi-simple Lie algebras 
As one would expect, the complexifications of the Lie algebras of the classical groups are the Lie 
algebras of their complexifications. Now that we have given a brief description of the relationship 
between a Lie group and its Lie algebra we specialise drastically to the semi-simple case. 
Before describing the semi-simple Lie algebras, there is another important class of Lie alge-
bras which we will encounter, 
Definition 2.1 Let gO = £I, £I 1 = [£I, £I] and £11<+1 19k, £11<]. Then we have a decreasing sequence, 
the commutator series, 
£I = gO :) £I 1 :) .•• 
£I is solvable if £11< = 0 for some k. 
There is a subset of the solvable algebras subject to a stronger condition, 
Definition 2.2 Let go £I, £II = [£1,£1] and £11<+1 = 19,9JJ. Then we have a decreasing sequence, 
the lower central series, 
£I = go :) £11 :) ••• 
£I is nilpotent if £11< = 0 for some k. Clearly gk C £11< so all nilpotent algebras are solvable. 
A subalgebra of a Lie algebra is a subspace a C £I such that 
[a, al C a. 
An ideal is a subspace beg such that 
[£I, b] c b. 
Definition 2.3 A Lie algebra is simple if it contains no non-zero ideals and is non-abelian (to 
exclude trivial one-dimensional algebras). 
Definition 2.4 A Lie algebra is semi-simple iff it has no non-zero solvable ideals. 
This is a fairly opaque characterisation, but there are better ones. Given any Lie algebra define 
the Killing form 
B(X,Y) tr(adx0 ady) 
on g. This satifies B ([X, y], Z) = B (X, [y, Z]) for any X, Y and Z in £I and so is an invariant 











Theorem 2.5 Cartan's criterion. A Lie algebra 9 is semi-simple iff the Killing form for 9 
is non-degenerate .• 
As a consequence of this we have that for any ideal a in g, 9 = a Efj al. where al. is the ideal 
which is the orthogonal complement of a. Thus every semi-simple Lie algebra splits into a direct 
sum of simple Lie algebras. 
Simple complex Lie algebras have been classified and this classification consists of five ex-
ceptional Lie algebras together with three infinite families: 
l.S[n C {X E enil(Cn ) I tr(X) = O} 
2.son C = {X E enil(Cn) I X + xt O} for n i- 2 or 4, and 
3. sP2n C { X E enil( C2n) I XtJ + JX o} with J as above. 
These are the complex Lie algebras corresponding to the classical groups (where we exclude 
S02 C and S04 C since these algebras are not simple). Since our classification is so neat it would 
seem as though our job is almost done, but this is not the case. There is a tremendous richness 
of structure present and an elaborate general theory. Our emphasis will be on concrete examples 
in the beginning with general results creeping in gradually. 
We turn to analysing the structure of these Lie algebras. First we state without proof some 
basic results on representations of sh C. This is the simplest semi-simple Lie algebra, and 
all other semi-simple Lie algebra can be thought of as built up out of representations of this 
simplest case. 
First we construct a basis for Sl2 C: 
h= (1 0) o -1 x= (~ ~) 
with multiplication table 
[h,x] = 2x 
Theorem 2.6 [28} Up to isomorphism there exists a unique irreducible Sl2 C-module of each 
positive dimension. Let X be an irreducible module of dimension m + 1. 
1. Relative to h, X is the direct sum of one dimensional weight spaces with weights XIJ. for 
J.L = m, m - 2, ... ,-( m - 2), -m. 
2. X has a unique (up to scalar multiplication) highest weight vector, say Vo E Ym , with 
weight m. 
3. Set V-I =0 and Vi (l/i!)yi.vo fori ~ O. Then we have 
h.Vi =( m - 2i lVi, 
y.vi=(i+ l)Vi+l, 




Working with a arbitrary semi-simple Lie algebra we generalise h, x and y. A Cartan 
subalgebra ~ of 9 is a maximal snbalgebra of 9 consisting of semisimple (diagonalisable) elements. 











We have considerable freedom in our choice of fJ; however once we have chosen an fJ we consider 
it fixed. 
Let H 1 ... Hn be a basis for fJ, and let 1/J : 9 -t enil(V) be a representation of 9. Since the 
Hi'S commute and are semisimple we can simultaneously diagonalise V into eigenspaces with 
respect to the action of fJ. So 
v = E9 VA, where VA {v E VI1/J(H)·v A(H)·v for all H E fJ} 
weights 
where weights are linear functionals A E fJ* sllch that VA 1= {OJ. 
In the special case of the adjoint representation of 9 on itself, we refer to the weight space 
decomposition as the root space decomposition and define 
and so 
t1 = { roots of the adjoint representation} 
={A E fJ* I 9A 1= O} where 9A {x E 9 I [h, x] A(h)x for all h E fJ} 
9 = 90 E9 E9 90c 
OCEtl 
It turns out that 90 = fJ since any O-weight spaces clearly commutes with fJ and so must 
be contained in fJ if fJ is to be maximal. The root space decomposition is important because it 
contains large amounts of structural information. If A is a weight of 1/J with weight space VA 
and if ex is a weight or 0 then 
{ 
VA+ if A + ex is a weight 
1/J (9oc)VA C 0 oc if not (4) 
One easy consequence of (4) is that BI!)xl) is non-degenerate (by invariance). From this it 
follows that for all ex E t1 there exists an Hoc in fJ such that ex(H) B(H, Hoc) for all HE fJ. We 
can also construct a form on fJ* using the Killing form. Define 
(5) 
This gives a bilinear form on fJ. We set IAI = J(A, A}. It is a fact that the roots span fJ*. 
However we can also look at the real span of the roots, which we denote fJIR. We have fJ = 
fJIR ®IR C = fJlR E9 ifJlR. 
Since we know that the roots span fJlR it is natural to ask whether or not they form a ba.."lis. 
The answer is no, however we can fairly naturally (though not uniquely) choose subsets which 
do form a basis. To do this we first pick a generic element of fJlR. By generic we mean one which 
is not perpendicular to any of the finite number of roots. This acts as a linear functional on fJR, 
and so we can classify roots as positive or negative according to their value. \Ve then define a 
(positive) root as indecomposable if it cannot be written as a sum of other positive roots. We 
denote by n the set of indecomposable roots, which we also refer to as the simple roots. These 
form a basis of fJlR under lR and span the root system of 9 under Z. Note that the simple roots 
determine and are determined by the positive roots. 
We have said that any semi-simple Lie algebra can be thought of as a collection of repre-











Definition 2.7 Given (X E ..1 and (3 E ..1 U {O}, define the (X-string containing (3 to be the set of 
all members of..1 U {O} of the form (3 + n(X for n in Z. 
Proposition 2.8 The following hold: 
1. all roots and weights are real-valued on I)a. 
2. If (X is a root then so is -(X and n(X is not a root for n 2 2. dim Sox = 1. 
3. If (X is a root and Xox and Yox are representatives of Sox and S-ox respectively then 
(6) 
4. Given (X and (3 as in Definition 2.7, the (X-string containing (3 has the form (3 + n(X for 
-p ::; n ::; q where p, q 20 and 
(7) 
Let SOX be the sub algebra of 9 generated by x ox, 11 ox and Hox. We normalise so as to create a basis 
which can be mapped isomorphically to our basis for stz C. 
Yox=yox (8) 
Mapping hox H h, Xox H x and 1Iox H 11 provides the recquired isomorphism. Equation (4) 
together with the above theorem then implies that each (X-string is a representation of gox. Re-
placing (3 by (3 + n(X for choice of n such that (3 (hox) is maximised, (7) can be reinterpreted &9 
saying 
the (X-string containing (3 is isomorphic to the representation of s t z C of dimension (3 (hox). 
We now introduce the Weyl group W. This is the group generated by reflections in hyper-
planes in IJ;R perpendicular to the roots. So given a root (X E ..1 and an arbitrary element A of 
1)* we define 
Uox(A) =A - 2 ((X,A) (X 
((X, (X) 
=A- ((XV, A) (X 
where (XV = 2 ox(}t) By definition the Weyl group is a subset of the orthogonal group for the 
Killing form. It turns out to be finite and in addition leaves the set ..1 stable. 
For future reference we include the definitions, 
Definition 2.9 Define $ E 1)* to be algebraically integral if ($, (X~) E Z for all (Xi. En. We 
say $ 1.9 dominant if ($,~) 2 0 for all (Xi En. Denote by P the semigroup of dominant 
algebraically integral weights. 











We set e I} ••• } en+ 1 as a basis for lRn+ 1 and find that IJJR is isomorphic to V {v E 
lRn+11(v} el + ... + en+l} = O}. This follows from choosing IJ to be the space of diagonal matrices, 
on which we have the condition that the trace is zero. 
As a basis for IJ we use Hi = Ei,i - Ei+ 1 ,i+ 1 for i = 1 ... n where Ei,j has a 1 in the (i, j) th 
entry and zeroes elsewhere. We then calculate 
e·(H))E· . ) 1.,) 
where 
Thus if we write gi,j for CEi,j we have the root space decomposition 
with root system tJ. = {ei - ej I i =I- n. 
g = I} EB L gi,j 
i;fj 
From this we calculate the Weyl group as follows, 
Set-ej(ei-ej) ej-ei 
Set -ej (ei - ed = ej - et where t is assumed not equal to i or j 
Set -ej (ek ed = ek - et where i and j do not equal k and 1. 
So reflection in the root ei - ej simply permutes ei and ej, and the Weyl group of sln.+ 1 C is 6 n . 
Our standard choice of simple roots is n = {el - el,"" en - en+l}. 
One consequence of the classification of complex semi-simple Lie algebras is that a knowledge 
of the simple roots n, and the conformal structure of the vector space I) are enough to determine 
g. Thus each semi-simple Lie algebra is uniquely determined by its Cartan matrix 
(Cij), where Cij = ((Xi, (Xy), 
where !Xi ranges over all of n. Using the Cartan matrix we can construct the more interesting 
Dynkin diagram. This is a graph which has as its nodes the simple roots, and whose edges are 
determined by the Cij according to the rules, 
1. (Xi =I- (Xj are connected if and only if ((Xi, (Xn =I- 0 
2. .--. iff ((X, ~v) =-1 
IX 13 
.~. iff ((X, ~v) = -2 and ((3, (Xv) =-1 
IX 13 
(9) 
Considering the case at hand, we have (ei - ei+lo (ej+l - ej+l)V) = -Oij for j ~ i. Thus the 
Dynkin diagram for An is 
.----.----............................. ----. 











Bn =502n+l C: 
This Lie algebra can be defined in two ways; corresponding to the two canonical bases that 
can be defined with respect to Q: 
Q(ei,en+j) =Oij for 1 ::; i,j::; n; Q(e2n+l,e2n+l) 1, and 
Q(fi, fj) Oij for all i, j between 1 and 2n + 1. 
Thus we have 
where 
(
0 In 0) 
M= in ° ° 
° ° 1 
Using the second form of .602n+1C we obtain Hi = Ei,i - En+i,n+i. for i = 1 ... n for !JlII.. By 
analysing the adjoint action of !J on g we obtain 11 = {±ei ± ejli < j} U {±ei}. The resulting 
decomposition of g into weight spaces is 
g~ -ej = C(Ei,j - En+j,n+i.) 
g~+ej = C(Ei,n+j - Ej,n+i) 
g-~ -ej C(En+t,j - En+j,i) 
g~ = C(Ei.,2n+l - E2n+l,n+il 
g-~ = C(En+i ,2n+ 1 - E2n+ 1 ,t) 
The simple roots of 502n+1C are n = {el - e2, ... , en-l - en, en}. If we think of the Weyl 
group as acting on the alphabet of signed numbers from 1 to n then it is generated by permuting 
the numbers as before, and the new roots of the form ±ei have the effect of changing their sign. 
One way of describing this formally is 
w = {w E 62nlw(i) +w(2n+ 1 i) = 2n+ 1 for all i}. 
We interpret this by noting that any w in W is determined by its values on 1 ... n. The 
characters n + 1, ... ,2n are the negatively signed values. 
Drawing the Dynkin diagram for Bn is identical to the previous case except for the last 
simple root where we have (en-l - en, e~) = -2. So we have 
.----.----............................. ===:;,..) • 
el -ez ez -e3 e3 -e4 en _ 1 -en en 
en =5P2nC: 
This case is very similar to that above. The Hi'S take the same form as for Bn and the roots 











The simple roots are as for Bn with 2en replacing en. The weight spaces differ subtly ... 
9e;. -€j = ctEi.i - En+i.n+d 
9e;. +ej = ctEi.n+i + Ej.n+i) 
9-e\ -e, = ctEn+i.i + En+i.i) 
9le; = C(Ei.n+d 
9-le; ctEn+i.d 
and the Weyl group is exactly the same by the same reasoning as above. However we can 
interpret it slightly differently to better reflect the root structure: 
W = {w E 6ln+llw(i) +w(2n+ 2 - i) 2n + 2 for all i}. 
Since w(n + 1) = n + 1 we have again that w is determined by its values on the first n 
characters. 
Once again since the simple roots are mostly identical to the two previous cases, the Dynkin 
diagram looks similar. In this case the final root is 2en and (en-l - en, (2en )V) = -1, 
(2en, (en-l - en)V) = -2, giving 
.----.----............................. '"'*'===:::;. 
el-eZ eZ-e3 e3~ en_l...5en len 
Dn =SOlnC: 
We write this in the form {X E enil(2n + 1, C) I XtM + MX = O} where in this case 
M= (0 In) In 0 
Although this looks similar to the two previous cases we have looked at, it is different from 
them in a number of ways, and has a considerably more complicated representation theory. 
The roots are ~ {±ei ± ej Ii < j} and the simple roots are n = {el - el,"" en-l -
en, en-l + en}. The roots don't appear unusual, but already from the simple roots we start to 
realise that On differs more from Bn and en than they do from each other. The Weyl group is 
again an extension of 6 n but this time we are only able to do even sign changes - ie change the 
sign of two letters at once - since there are no roots of the form ±ei. The Weyl group is thus 
W {w E 6ln lw(i) +w(2n+ 1 - i) = 2n+ 1 for all i, 
and the number of i ::; n such that w(i) > n is even}. 
This is as in the previous case, with the additional condition imposed to ensure only even 
sign changes are allowed. 
Calculating the Dynkin diagram is much the same as before with the difference that here 
we have two strange roots tacked on at the end. Looking at the relevant Cartan matrix entries, 
(en-l - en-l, (en-l - enf) = 











so that the Dynkin diagram is 
2.2 Borel sub algebras 
We define a Borel suhalgebra b of 9 to be a maximal solvable subalgebra of 9. Once we have 
chosen a Cartan subalgebra ~ we can add the condition that the Borel subalgebra contain ~, in 
which case choosing a Borel subalgebra is equivalent to choosing a system of positive roots. We 
then have 
b = ~ ffi n where n = EB 90c 
tXEA I (11,~) 
A parabolic sub algebra is an algebra containing a Borel subalgebra. Once we have fixed a 
Cartan subalgebra and a positive root system, the choice of parabolic subalgebra is equivalent 
to a choice of a subset of n. This can be seen by thinking of the simple roots as a collection of 
generators. 
Given 9, ~, n, let np be a subset of n. We then have 
;1([,~} = span(np} n ;1(9,~} 
with [ = ~ ffi EB 90c a reductive subalgebra of 9 
tXEA(I,~) 
A reductive Lie algebra is one in which any ideal has an orthogonal complement. This is 
more general than a semi-simple Lie algebra since the decomposition of the algebra now possibly 
contains trivial one-dimensional ideals - thus a reductive Lie algebra may have a non-trivial 
centre which is impossible in the semi-simple case. 
[I, a + [z where [z is the centre 
= [s + [z where [s is semi-simple of rank Inpl 
We now finally arrive upon p = [ffi u = [ffi [ EB 9OC] 
tXEA I (g,b)-A(l,~) 
So a parabolic algebra breaks down into a reductive Lie algebra summed with a nilpotent 
Lie algebra. In the extreme case of a Borel algebra, the reductive part is the Cartan subalgebra, 
and the nilpotent part consists of the upper-triangular matrices. 
Since parabolic subalgebras correspond to subsets of n, it is possible to depict them using 
Dynkin diagrams. We put x's for simple roots which are excluded and .'s for simple roots 
which are included. We reserve the notation poc for the parabolic subalgebra corresponding to 











Some examples are, 
2.3 Verma modules 
We now wish to to look at the representation theory of semi-simple Lie algebras. Our basic tool 
for later use will be the Theorem of Highest Weight; which is proved using the theory of Verma 
modules. 
Definition 2.10 Let p 1/2(LocEA' iX) E f)*. 
Given A E f)*, let Cft. be the l-dimensional irreducible b-module where f) acts via A and n acts 
trivially. 
Theorem 2.11 Engel. [34}. Let V be a finite dimensional vector space and n a Lie algebra of 
nilpotent endomorphisms ofV. Then 
(a) n is a nilpotent Lie algebra, 
(b) there exists a non-zero v E V such that x(v) 0 for all x E n, and 
(c) in a suitable basis of V, all x in n are upper triangular with 0 on the diagonal. • 
Theorem 2.12 Lie. [34]. Let b be solvable, let X 1= 0 be a finite dimensional vector space and 
let p : b ---t enU(V) be a representation of b. Then there is a simultaneous eigenvector x 1= 0 for 
all elements of p(b) .• 
By Engel's theorem, given any representation of a nilpotent Lie algebra n, we can form a flag 
of subspace of V, 
o CUI C ... C Un = V 
where dim Ui = i. We do this inductively as follows. Let U 1 be the line generated by a v E V 
such that x( v) = 0 for all x in n. Then V IU 1 is a representation of n and we can find a line in V IU 1 
sent into zero ie into U 1 by n. Similarly for all k < n. Thus all irreducible representations 
of n are trivial. Similarly Lie's theorem shows that all irreducible representations of solvable 
Lie algebras are one dimensional and so all irreducible representations of b are of the form Cft. 
for some A. 
We now wish to demonstrate a useful class of infinite dimensional g-modules, but before we 











Definition 2.13 Let 9 be a finite dimensional Lie algebra and let 
T(g) CEIl 9 Ell (g 0 g) Ell . . . ~ ( ® g) 
be the tensor algebra of 9 'With mnltiplication given by the tensor product. Now consider the 
two-sided ideal J generated by all (x@y-y @x- [x, y]) for x andy in g. The quotient U(g) = 
T(g)/J is the nniversal enveloping algebra of g. 
There is a canonical embedding of 9 into the tensor algebra T(g) and this pushes down to the 
embedding 
L: 9 -7 U(g). 
This is an embedding by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, see §5.3, the fundamental result 
on the universal enveloping algebra. 
Definition 2.14 The Verma mod11le VeAl is then defined to be 
veAl := U(g) @U(b) C,,_p 
'Where U(g) is the universal enveloping algebra ofg. Ifn- EBCX€8 1 g-oc then VeAl ~ U(n-)@IC 
C,,_p as a n- or f)-module. As a n--module it is free on one generator. 
Verma modules are useful because they are universal highest weight modules and can be used to 
construct irreducible representations. Let V be a g-module. A weight vector v E V is a highest 
weight vector if n . v = O. V is a highe..<Jt weight module if it is generated by a highest weight 
vector. It follows that in this case the highest weight vector is unique up to scalar multiple; we 
say its weight is the highest weight of V. We have in this case that all the weight spaces of V 
are finite dimensional. 
Verma modules are characterised amongst highest weight modules by the universal property: 
V(A) is the nniversal highest 'Weight module with highest 'Weight A - p in the sense that if X 
is a highest weight g-module and x E X is a highest 'Weight vector with weight A - p then there 
exists a unique surjective g-module map V(A) -7 X: 1 @ 1 H X. 
Often, and especially when working with Verma modules it is convenient to change per-
spective, and to think of representations as 9 or U(g)-modules. An irreducible representation 
is then a simple g-module; and the property that all finite dimensional representations of 9 are 
completely reducible merely states that all finite-dimensional quotients of U(g) are semi-simple 
algebras (see §3.1). 
One constructs irreducible highest weight representations by quotienting out all the proper 
submodules of V(A + p) giving (for certain choice of A) a simple finite dimensional g-module 
R(A + p). Using Verma modules one can prove the 
Theorem 2.15 Highest Weight. Up to isomorphism the simple finite dimensional g-modules 
are in 1 1 correspondence with dominant algebraically integral linear functionals A E f)*. The 
linear functionals in f) corre.9pond to highest 'Weight vectors in the irreducible representations. 
(a) A depends on the simple system n and not on the ordering used 











(c) each root vector x oc, iX E L1 + annihilates the members of R(A + ph, and the elements of 
R(A + ph are characterised by this property. 
(d) every weight of R(A + p) is of the form A - L L 1 niiXi where ~ ;::: 0 and iXi En. 
(e) each weight space R(A + p)J.1 has dim R(A + p)WJ.1 = dim R(A + p)J.1 where W E Wand each 











3 Weyl's Construction 
In this section we explicitly construct representations of the classical groups as quotients or 
subspaces of the n-fold tensor product of the standard representation following [15] and [16J. 
We do this using a duality between representations of the classical groups and Sk, the symmetric 
group on k letters. 
3.1 Semi-simple algebras and commutators 
First some basic facts about associative algebras, for proofs see [20]. 
Definition 3.1 By an associative algebra A we refer to a vector space over C equ,ipped with a. 
bilinear multiplication map 81.Lch that x· (-y . z) = (x· -y) . z for all x, -y and z in A. In addition 
we recquire that there exists an identity element e s1.Lch that x . e = e . x = x for all x E A. 
Definition 3.2 An associative algebra A is simple if it has 0 and A as its only two-sided ideal.s. 
We have the following theorem, 
Theorem 3.3 Wedderburn. The associative algebra End(V) is 8imple for all finite dimen-
sional complex vector spaces V. Converseley given any simple finite dimensional associative 
algebra then there exist.s a complex vector space V s1.Lch that A ~ End(V) .• 
(Note that by End(V) we refer to the associative algebra with multiplication defined as compo-
sition, not the Lie algebra tni'l(V) with multiplication defined as the Lie bracket.) 
A semi-simple associative algebra is an associative algebra which is isomorphic to a direct 
sum of simple algebras. Thus by Wedderburn's theorem 
<J) : A ~ EB End(Vi) 
iEI 
The maps 7ri <J) where 7ri is projection onto the ith matrix algebra give irreducible representations 
of A. Let 
Ei = 0 EB ... EB hI; EB ... EB 0 
and set ei = <J)-l(Ei)' These act as operators on A. Clearly they are in the center of Ai in 
addition we can see that they are idempotent. We have A· ei ~ 7ri<J)(A) = End(Vi) and so the 
irreducible representations of A are obtained by multiplying A by distinguished elements. 
Proposition 3.4 The representations (7ri<J) , Vi) are distinct, irred1.Lcible, and exha1.Lst the set of 
irred1.Lcible representations of A .• 
Any representation of a semi-simple algebra breaks down into irreducible representations. If 
we consider A as an A-module, then the submodules of A are sums of irreducible representations, 
corresponding to 












Lemma 3.5 Schur. If (p, V) and ('t', W) are irreducible finite dimensional representations of 
an associative algebra A then 
HomA(V, W) ~ {oC if V and W are isomorphic, • 
otherwise. 
Proposition 3.6 Given an associative algebra A, if a finite-dimensional representation (p, W) 
of A is completely reducible then p(A) is a semi-simple algebra .• 
Given a group G, we can form the group algebra C[G] as follows. Let C[G] be the set of 
complex valued functions with finite support. This space has basis {Og I 9 E G} where 
o () {1 if x = g, 
9 x = 0 otherwise. 
We define multiplication on the basis as Og . Oh = Og.h and extend linearly. It is clear that 
the C[G]-modules and representations of G are equivalent. Since we know that representations 
of finite groups are completely reducible, we have that the group algebra of a finite group is 
semi-simple by Proposition 3.6. 
Now given a finite group G which in practice will be the symmetric group and a right 
A = C[G]-module U, let B = HomG(U, U). B is the algebra of all operations on U commuting 
with G and is referred to as the commutant of A. It has a canonical left-action on U which by 
construction commutes with the A action. Since A is semi-simple, U breaks down into a direct 
sum of irreducible A-modules, U = EBi U~. Schur's lemma implies that HomG(U~, U() ~ 
End( cn;. ) if i = j and that it is trivial otherwise. Thus 
B = EBHomG(Ur', Ur') = EB End(C11i). 
i i 
Theorem 3.7 Let U be a finite dimensional A-module. 
1. For any C E A, the canonical ma,p U ® A A . c -) U· c is an isomorphism of left B -modules. 
2. If W = A· c is an irred1~cible left A-module, then U ®A W = U· c is an irreducible left 
B-module. 
3. If Wi = A . Ci are the distinct irreducible left A-modules, with mi the dimension of Wi 
then, 
U ~ EB(U ®A WdGl111i ~ EB(U . cilGl111i 
i i 
is the decomposition of U into irreducible left B-modules. 
Proof. 
1. Since A is semi-simple, A . c can be thought of as a representation of A and so is a direct 
summand of A. Consider the following commutative diagram 
U®AA~U®AA,c-U®AA 
t .c t 1 











where the vertical map take u ® n H U· nj the left horizontal maps are surjectivej and the right 
horizontal maps are injective. Then since the left and right vertical maps are isomorphisms, it 
follows that the middle vertical maps is also. 
2. First consider the special case where U is an irreducible A-module. Then B C and it is 
sufficient to show that dim U ® A W = 0 or 1. Since A is semi-simple we have an isomorphism 
A $ Li End(Cffi!) between A and a sum of matrix algebras. W is a minimal left ideal of A. 
So <!>(W) is a minimal left ideal in a sum of matrix algebras. This implies <!>(W) is zero in all 
except one matrix algebra; and in that algebra it is zero everywhere except for one column. 
Similarly U is a minimal right ideal, and so can be identified as a single row within one of the 
matrix algebras comprising A. So U®AA can either be zero, or consist of those matrices which 
are zero everywhere except in one row and one column of a single summand - in which case it 
will have dimension one. 
In general U decomposes into a sum of irreducible right A-modules, so 
U ®A W = EB(Ui ®A W)l1.i Calnk 
i 
for some k where the summands coincide as above. This is clearly irreducible over B = 
E9i End(Cl1.i). 
3. Break down A into irreducibles as A ::::! E9i ~ffi!. This gives the chain of isomorphisms 
U ~ U 0 A A ~ U 0A ( E!1w:'" ) ~ E9 (U 0A W<l~"" .• 
We apply this theorem to find the irreducible representations of SL(Y), SO(Y) and SP(Y). 
The first case is the easiest, since SL(Y) is just the subgroup of GL(Y) consisting of matrices 
with determinant one. We will show that the categories of GL(Y) and 6 n modules are dual to 
one another (in the sense that their group algebra.., are commutants). 
First we need to find a module which supports the action of 6 n and the classical groups. 
We form the tensor product 
This carries a left action of GL(Y), 
as well as a right action of 6 n 
These clearly commute since they are left and right actions, however more is true: 
Proposition 3.8 Let U be the right C[6n J-module yen, Then the commutant B Homen (U, U) 
is the linear subspace of End(yen ) spanned by End(Y). A subspace of yen is a B-submodule 
iff it is invariant under GL(Y). 
Proof. Given a finite dimensional space W, Symn(w) is the subspace of Wen spanned by all 
w ® ... ®w for w E W. Setting W = End(Y) = y* ® Y it follows that 











Thus we see immediately that the algebra of commutators for €in is equal to Symn(End V). 
This is spanned by nth tensor products of elements of End(Y). GL(Y) is dense in End(Y), and 
so the condition on invariance follows. • 
Thus Theorem 3.7 is applicable to this situation and using the decomposition of yon into 
irreducible €in-modules it should be possible to find its decomposition into GL(Y)-modules. 
From this we can easily obtain irreducible representations of SL(Y). 
The symplectic and orthogonal groups are more difficult, since they are not commutators for 
€in. To get around this introduce additional operators extending the group algebra as follows: 
Given a pair 1 = {p < q}, define the map 
<Pr : yon -t y0(n-l) : VI ® ... Vn H (Vp, Vq)VI ® ... WOp ® ... ® i)q ® ... ® Vn . (10) 
for (vp, vq) equal to either Q(vp, vq) or w(vp, vq) depending on the case. Now given either 
a quadratic or symplectic form, there is a canonical basis consisting of either e I, ... ,elm or 
el, ... ,elm + I. Define 
tV = ,[, (eV81 em+i + em+i® ed + (elm+1 ® elm+d 
in the orthogonal case (dropping the last term for SOln q, and 
tV = ,[, (ei ® em+i - em+i ® el.) 
in the symplectic case. Now define 
'l'I : y0(n-l) -t yOn 
to be the map inserting tV in the pth, qth positions; and 





We will study these operators in more detail later on in this section, but for now we highlight 
their importance with 
any endomorphism of yon that commutes with all permutations in €in and all the operators itl 
is a finite linear combination of operators of the form A ® ... ® A for A E Spry) or SO(Y). 
3.2 Young diagrams and representations of 6 n 
So before looking at representations of the classical groups, we need to first find a way of 
producing representations of €in. We do this using Young diagrams. These are combinatorial 
objects consisting of a collection of boxes arranged in left-justified rows, where the lengths of 
the rows are weakly decreasing. 
The collection of Young diagrams with n boxes is in 1 - 1 correspondence with partitions 
of n: given a partition 
}q + ... + Ak = n where Ai E N+ 
we may as well assume that Al 2:: ... 2:: Ak > 0 and so we write A = (AI, ... , Ak) for the 
corresponding Young diagram consisting of k rows of lengths given by the k-tuple. Write A f- n 
when A partitions n, and denote by IAI the sum of the lengths of the rows in A. Given a Young 
diagram A, we have the conjugate ~ given by swapping the rows and columns. In Figure 1, the 











Figure 1: Young diagrams 
Figure 2: Young tableau on A = (3,2) 
Definition 3.9 A Young tableau is a filling of the boxes with natural numbers such that the 
filling is 
1. weakly increasing along each TOW, and 
2. strongly increasing down each column. 
A standard tableau is a filling in which the numbers are chosen from 1, ... ,IAI with ea,ch number 
occuring once. 
Figure 3: Standard fillings of A = (3,2) 
Given a Young diagram A I- n with standard filling T, define two subgroups of 6 n : 
R(T) = {cr E 6 n I cr preserves each row} 
qT) = {cr E 6 n l cr preserves each column} 
We now introduce three distinguished elements of the group algebra rc[6n1. These are the 
Young symmetrizersj defined as 
bT = I. sgn(q)e q , 
qEC(T) 
The image of CT on C[6nJ by right multiplication is a representation of C[6n1. We claim that it 
is an irreducible representation, and that all the irreducible representations of 6 n are obtained 
in this way. 
The Young symmetdzer CT is used to construct irreducible representations of 6 n known as 
Specht modules. Set SA = C[6nJ . CT. We can do this since C[6n1 . CT :::::; C[6n1 . CT' for any 
two standard fillings T and T' of A. First note that we can always find acrE 6 n such that 











construct the isomorphism, given x. E C[6n ], map x.. CT H (J'X. CTcr-1 = (J'Xcr-1CuT = x.. CT'. 
This respects the C[6nl-module structure and is easily seen to be an isomorphism since it has 
as inverse conjugation by cr-1, 
So for each partition A of n there is up to isomorphism a representation §Ai since these 
partitions are in 1 - 1 correspondence with conjugacy classes of 6 n , it is sufficient to show that 
the §A's are distinct and irreducible. From here on we write CA ignoring the choice of filling, 
since we are concerned only with the isomorphism classes of the representations generated. 
We introduce the lexicographic ordering on YOlmg diagrams: 
A > ).1 iff the first nonvanishing Ai - J.Li is positive. 
This is a linear ordering. The following lemma is proved in [16J. 
Lemma 3.10 If A > ).1 and x. E C[6n J then CA . X. • c~ = 0, and CA' X. • CA keA for some k E C 
~ depending on x.. In particular CA' cA is equal to some nonzero multiple of CA' • 
Theorem 3.11 Each §A is a distinct irreducible representation of en. 
Proof. By the lemma, cA§A C CcA. If W C §A is a submodule, then CAW is either CCA or O. 
ill the first case, §A = C[6nl . CA C C[6n J • CAW C W. Otherwise W· W c C[6n l . CAW = O. 
By the theory of semi-simple algebras, there exists an element ¢ of W such that multiplication 
by ¢ is projection onto W. Then ¢ = ¢2 E W· W = 0, implying W = O. 
The lexicographic order is total, so assume A >).1. Then cA§A = CCA =1= 0 and cA§"'" = 
cA.C[6n ]· c~ = 0 by the lemma, and clearly the two representations are distinct .• 
3.3 Representations of SL(V) 
Let Y be an n + 1 dimensional complex vector space. Using the results of the previous two 
sections, we will construct the irreducible representations of SL(Y) as quotients of the d-fold 
tensor product V;;I>d. Following the suggestion of Lemma 3.8 we start by looking at the general 
linear group. 
Theorem 3.12 Let mA be the dimension of the irreducible representation §A of 6d correspond-
ing to A. Then 
y@d ~ EB (Y(A}) EllmA 
N-d 
where Y(Aj is the irreducible representation of GL(Y) given by y®d . CA' 
Remark. Given a Young diagram A, we will construct representations of SL(Y), SP(Y) and 
SO(Y). We will denote these reprentations by Y(A), Y(A) and VIAl respectively. If we wish 
to refer to representations corresponding to Young diagrams without limiting to a specific Lie 
group, we will write yA. 
Proof. Again we can write y(Aj since different fillings of A produce isomorphic representa-
tions. The theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.7 and Proposition 3.8 .• 
Let us consider a few examples of these representations. The two simplest cases are A ( d) 











A = (d) : Clearly crT) = {id} and R(T) = 6d. Thus c" = LcrE<.Sd eo-. The vector space 
generated by this c" is thus the subspace of y®d consisting of symmetric tensors - Symdy. In 
this case we typically replace the tensor product 0 with a dot. So for example in Sym3 y we 
would have el . el . e4 = el . e4' el. 
A = (1, ... , 1) : Here the positions are reversed and we have c" L crE<.Sd sgn( cr)eo-. This 
gives us the subspace of all antisymmetric tensors, 1\ d y. Here we use wedges and have the 




Figure 4: T and T' 
1.= (2,1) : Let T and T' be as in Figure 4. Then aT = eid + e(l1) and bT = eid - e(13)' Thus 
CT eid + e(ll)- e(13)- e(131). By y((l,l)) we are then referring to the space 
where we know the isomorphism exists by §3.2. Taking an arbitrary tensor, 
a 0 b 0 C H a 0 b 0 C + b 0 a 0 c - c 0 b. 0 a c 0 a 0 b, we see that 
( a 0 b 0 c) . CT = (b 0 a 0 c) . CT = -( C 0 b 0 a) . CT and 
(a0 b 0 c) . CT + (b 0 C 0 a) . CT + (a0 C 0 b) . CT = O. 
So we have the expected symmetries and anti-symmetries, together with an additional relation 
which results from the multiplication of aT and bT. 
There is an alternative method of constructing these representations. Given a YOlmg dia-
gram A I- d, form the vector space y®d. Let el, ... ! en is a basis for y. Now to each filling of 
A with the alphabet 1, ... , n we associate a tensor by reading off from top to bottom and from 
left to right. For example, we associate with Figure 5 the tensor el 0 e3 0 es 0 e10 e4 0 e6. We 
~
3: 
+ 12 5. 
: 4 6 I 
Figure 5: 
then impose the follow relations (by qllotienting): 
Q 1. set the tensor space alternating in its columns 
Q2. v - L W = 0 where the sum is over all w obtained from v by an exchange between two 
columns of a given subset of the rightmost column with the elements of the other. 
Q2 needs some clarification; continuing the above example, choosing the entire first and 











Sym2(/\ 3 Y). Choosing the first two columns, and then the top two boxes of the second column 
we have the additional relation, 
(el!\ e3!\ es) @ (e2!\ e4!\ e6) (e2!\ e4!\ es) @ (el!\ e3!\ e6) 
+ (e2!\ e3 !\e4) @ (el !\ e5!\ e6) + (el !\ e2!\ e4) @ (e3!\ es @ e6)' 
Further relations between the tensors are obtained by choosing different collections of boxes 
according to the rules prescribed. As another example consider the case of y((2,111. Here Q2 
imposes the relation already given previously as the third symmetry of y{(2, 1]). 
In general GL(Y) acts on this space in the obvious manner and it can be shown, see [15], 
that it is isomorphic to y(A). This isomorphism is a generalisation of the fact that Symd Y 
and /\ dy can be constructed as either subspace..'l or quotients of y0d. The complicated second 
relation captures the result of 'multiplying' aT and bT . 
Figure 6: U(A) for A (3,2,2) 
This second method of obtaining Y(A) is particularly useful for constructing bases. Our goal 
is to find the basis element corresponding to the highest weight vector of the representation. We 
can do this since any irreducible representation of GL(Y) is also an irreducible representation 
of SL(Y). The difference is that in the case of SL(Y) the action of the determinant is trivial. 
Theorem 3.13 Y(A) is an irreducible representation of SL(Y) with highest weight vector eU{A); 
where eU(A) is the vector corresponding to filling the i th row of A with i's. Representations of 
SL(Y) are uniquely parametrised by diagrams A with An+l = O. Restricting to A'S of this form, 
eU(A) has weight (AI) ... ) An). 
Proof. Since we know Y(A) is an irreducible representation we know that there is a unique (up 
to scalar multiplication) highest weight vector; thus it suffices to show n· eU(A) = O. This follows 
since Eet -ej sends ej H ei, and if i < j then this sends eU(A) to zero - so n has a null action. 
If we have An+ 1 = s then Y(A) is a quotient of SymS /\ n+ 1 Y @ { other terms}. The GL(Y) 
action on /\ n+ 1 Y is to multiply by the determinant of the given group element (dim Y = n + 1 ). 
So SL(Y) has trivial action on SymS /\ n+l Y and so we restrict our attention to diagrams with 
An+l = O. 
eU(A) is the image under quotienting of the tensor el @ el @ •.• @ el ® e2 @ •.• @ en where 
ei is repeated Ai times. Given an element t = diag(tl,"" t n+l) E SL(Y) we obviously have 
t Al ·t"" 11 t· eU(A] 1'" n+l eU(A) 
t A tAn = 1'" n eU(A)' 











3.4 Representations of SP(V) 
In this section we let Y be a 2n dimensional vector space equipped with a symplectic form w 
and a canonical basis e1, ... ,eln such that 
for i, j between 1 and n. We then impose a Hermitian metric (,) with orthogonal basis {ei}. 
We can extend this metric to tensor powers of Y by setting (u 1 Q9 ... Q9 Un, V1 Q9 ... Q9 Vn) 
(u 1, V1 ) ... (Un, vn) and extending linearly. 
Lemma 3.14 Let 1JJ be as defined in (12); then (1JJ, UQ9 v) = w(u, v). 
Proof. 
n 
(1JJ,UQ9v) = L.(eilu)(ei+n,V) - (ei+n,u)(ei,V) 
1.=1 
The claim then follows after expanding u, v into linear combinations of the basis vectors .• 
From this it follows that 




implying that 1.JlI, see (13), commutes with the action of SP(Y). 
Definition 3.15 
Let y(d} = n ker(<f>Jl C y®d. 
Ic{l ..... d} 
By definition of <lJ I, see (10) this is invariant under SP(Y), and since the intersection is over 
all subsets of 1 , ... ,d it is also invariant under l5 d. 
Proposition 3.16 
y®d = y(d} E9 L. % (y®(d-l)) 
J 
'Where the sum is orthogonal with respect to ( , ). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.14 (1JJ,uQ9v) = w(u,v), so that ker<f>I = (im1.Jlr)J. for all I. The claim 
now follows immediately. • 
y(d) is referred to as the space of harmonic tensors, and the aim of this section is to show 
y(A} := y(d} n ViA) 













yi~2r:= L '¥Il 0 ... 0 '¥Ir (y(d-2r}) 
o,ndf~:=nkereDIl o ... oeDIr . 
y0d = y(d} EB y~~2 EB ... EB y~~2P where p = l ~ J d the biggest integer ~ '2 l 
and f~ y(d} EB··· EB Yi~2r+2' 
Proof. As in Proposition 3.16, we have ker CD I) 0 .•• 0 CDIT = (im '¥Il 0 __ • 0 '¥Ir)1- which implies 
that 
y0d = F~ EB L '¥1
1 
0 _ •• 0 '¥1r (y0d-2r). 
The first part of the Lemma follows by induction: by simple calculation, y0 1 = y(l) and 
y®2 = y(2} $Clj>. Lemma 3.16 states that 
y0d f1EB L '¥I(y0d-2) 
= y(d) EB L '¥I (y(d-2) EB··· EB Yi~~~) . '¥I respects ( ,), so 
= y(d} EB L '¥I(V(d-2») EB··· EB'¥I(Yi~2~) 
= y( d) ffi y( d) ffi ffi y( d) 
W d-2W"'W d-2p' 
For the second part, 
y0d = fdffi ~ '¥ '¥ (y(d-2r) ffi y(d-2r) ffi y(d-2r) 
r W L 1\ 0 ••• 0 Ir W d-2(r+ 1) W d-2p 
= f~ EB Yi~2r EB ... EB Yi~2P' 
Since this is an orthogonal direct sum it must be the case that 
So y®d decomposes orthogonally into spaces invariant under SP(Y) and 6 d. Thus 
y(A) y(A) n y(d) = y(d) . CA' 
Lemma 3.19 y(A) i- 0 if and only if An+l = O. 
Proof. eU(A) is a vector of highest weight A for y(A). If An+l = 0, then since w(ei,ej) = ° for 
all i, j ~ n it follows that eU(A) E y(d). Thus eUrA) is a highest weight vector for SP(Y) in y(A) 
of weight A. 
We show that An+l i- 0 implies y(A) ° by showing s > m implies /\5 Y ® y®d-s C 











is a surjection since given any basis element 
s 
el1 /\ ••• /\ et. E 1\ Y, which is equal to 
±ek /\ ek+n /\ ei1 /\ ... /\ ~i' /\ ... /\ ~j I /\ ••• /\ ei. 
for some k, and so is in the image of1¥{1,2}' • 
Recalling the definition (14), iJ{p,q} = 1Jl{p,q} 0 <1J {p,q}: y®d -1 y®d, we see that this map has 
the following effect, 
n 
v10 ... 0 vd H L w(vp ,Vq )V1 0 ... 0 ei0 ... 0 ei.+n0 ... 0 Vd 
t=l 
where et is in the pth position and ei+n is in the qth position. As a result iJI commutes with 
SP(Y) and nkeriJI = y(d). 
Finally it follows that y(A) is an irreducible representation for all A by the Double Commutant 
Theorem 3.7 and the following fact from invariant theory, see [16] or [26]. 
Theorem 3.20 Any endomorphism ofy®d that commutes with all permutations in 6d and all 
the operators iJ 1 is a finite linear combination of operators of the form A0 ... 0A for A E SP(Y) . 
• 
Finally we have 
Theorem 3.21 y(A) is a non-zero irreducible representation of SP(Y} if and only if An+ 1 = O. 
It has highest weight (A 1, ••. ,An). 
Proof. Everything is done except for the final step. This follows by the same reasoning as 
Theorem 3.13 .• 
3.5 Representations of SO(V) 
There are actually two cases here, the even dimensional and odd dimensional cases, but we try 
to deal with them identically as far as is possible. We begin with the orthogonal group, and 
then restrict to its index 2 subgroup, the special orthogonal group. 
Start by letting Y be an m dimensional vector space (where m is either 2n or 2n + 1) with 
non-degenerate symmetric form Q, and canonical basis f 1 , ••• , f m such that 
for i, j between 1 and m. Then set the distinguished element tV from Equation (11) to be 
m 
tV = L ( ei 0 ei). 
i=1 
Following the same reasoning as in the previous section, we define a Hermitian form on Y with 
orthogonal basis given by the fi'S. Then, as recquired, (tV, U0v) = Q(u, v). 











This is invariant under the orthogonal group O(V) and 6d. All the decompositions proved in 
the symplectic case carry through to the orthogonal and so it follows that 
V [A] = V[d] . CA = V(A) n V[d] 
is a representation of O(V). It is an irreducible representation as a result of the following fact 
from invariant theory, see [16J or [26J: 
Theorem 3.23 Any endomorphism ofV®d that commutes with all perrmdations in 6d and all 
the operators al is a finite linear combination of operators of the form A0 .. . 0AforA E O(V) . 
• 
and the Double Commutant Theorem 3.7. All that remains to be done is to check when this 
representation in trivial. 
Lemma 3.24 V[A] = 0 iff the sum of the lengths of the first two columns of A is greater than 
m. 
Proof. First we show that a + b > m implies 
u-l b-l u b 
/\ V0 /\ V 'l!fa,b) /\ V0 /\ V 
is onto. Since a + b > m, we know there is a basis for /\ u V ® /\ b V of the form 
(15) 
In other words, the two "terms" have an overlap of exactly k basis elements where k 2:: 1. 
We want to explicitly find an element of /\ u-l V ® /\ b-l V which is mapped to the basis 
element (15), which we denote as "0. We do this by induction on 1<.. 
Let 1 be the set of all indices labelled ix and similarly for J. Set K {l, ... , m} - (1 U J). 
Then K has m + k - (a + b) elements. Consider 
'¥ (t fil /\ ... /\.fip /\ ... /\ fik /\ ... /\ fia 0 fil /\ ... /\.fip /\ ... /\ fik /\ ... /\ fjb) 
p=l 
k· "0 + L (over all substitutions of an ik by an element of K) . 
Now 
'¥ ( L L fK/\ fil /\ ... /\.fip /\ .. , /\.ft,./\ ... /\ flo 0 fK/\ fil /\ ... /\ fip /\ ... /\ ft,./\ ... /\ fjb) 
l:$;p<'t"$kKEK 
= G) L ( over all substitutions of an ik by an element of K) 












'¥ ( L L fJ /\ fil /\ ... /\ tip /\ ... /\ fia ® fJ /\ fil /\ ... /\ tip /\ ... /\ fjb) 
PC[l,k] JCK 
= (0.: ~ 1) L ( over all substitutions of 0.: ik'S by elements of K) 
+ (I~I) L (over all substitutions of 0.:+ 1 ik's by elements of K) 
where III = 0.: = IPI - 1. The sum which we are taking the image of should be interpreted as 
summing over the following: 
subsets P of 1, ... , k which are removed from the basis element, and 
subsets J of K which are inserted at the front. 
When 0.: > IKI, this recursion ends, and so keeping track of coefficients we are done. 
Now we wish to prove the converse; that the sum of the lengths of the first two columns is 
less than or equal to m implies that Y[A] i- O. Restricting to SO(Y) there is an isomorphism 
1\ a Y 4 1\ m-a Y which takes basis elements 
eil /\ ... /\ eia H eJ where J = {1, ... , m} - 1. 
T respects SO (Y) since 9 E SO(Y) maps one orthogonal basis to another, and we simply use this 
basis to reconstruct the map T. Lifting to O(Y) has the effect of allowing changing orientation, 
ie multiplying by ± 1 . 
So if we set 
if tq ::; n, 
if not. 
Then this implies that given a highest weight vector in Y[A] we can up to sign force it into Y[],] 
where it is a highest weight vector which is clearly in y[dl. So y(X] is nonzero and thus Y[A] is 
nonzero .• 
O(Y)/ SO(Y) :::::: Z2 and this implies a close relationship between their representations. We 
will now modify a proof on index 2 subgroups of finite groups, so as to apply it to the compact 
case. In order to do this we need the following two theorems, see [8]: 
Theorem 3.25 Let G be a compact Lie group and let e( G) be the real vector space of continnous 
functions on G. The invariant integral, 
e(G} -7 R: f H J f(g}dg 
is nniquely determined by the following properties: 
1. It is linear, monotone Q,nd normalised (J 1 = 1). 
2. It is right-invariant: J f( gh}dg = J f( g)dg for any h E G .• 
Theorem 3.26 Let Xv and xw be the characters corresponding to the representations Y and 
W of the compact Lie group G. Then 











Now let G be a compact Lie group, and H be a subgroup of G of index 2. Then G/H ~ 
Z2. This has two representations: one trivial and one nontrivial. These in turn give us two 
representations of Gj U corresponding to the trivial representation of G IH, and U' corresponding 
to the nontrivial representation. 
Given any representation V of G, let V I = V ® U/. If we denote by Res ~ V the restriction 
of a representation of G to a subgroup H then clearly Res~ V = Res~ V'. However the two 
representations behave differently on elements not in H. 
Given a representation Wof H, we define a conjugate representation as follows: let X be the 
character of W, and let 9 E G be any element not in H. Then the character of the conjugate 
is h H X(ghg-1). 9 is lmique up to multiplication by an element of H, so the conjugate 
representation is unique up to isomorphism. 
We have the following general result, 
Proposition 3.27 Let V be an irreducible representation of G and let W = Res~ V be the 
restriction of V to H. Then exactly one of the following holds: 
1. V is not isomorphic to V'; W is irreducible and isomorphic to its conjugate, or 
2. V ~ V'; W W' ffi WI!, where W' and WI! are irreducible and conjugate but not 
isomorphic. 
Each irreducible representation of H arises uniquely in this way, noting that in the first case, V 
and V' determine the same representation. 
Proof. Note first that W is self-conjugate since it is the restriction of a representation of G. 
Let I be an invariant integral on G, normalised so that I 9EG 1 dg = 2. Then 
J 1 dg = J 1 dh + J 1 dh = 2 (J 1 dh) gEG hEH lu;!H hEH 
by left-invariance, since the left action of some t rt. H on 1 is trivial. Now let X be the character 
of V. Then given t rt. H 
J IX(h)12dh+ J Ix(t· h)12dh = 2 (J IX(h) 12dh) = J Ix(g)12dg = 2 hEH hEH hEH ~G 
by Theorems 3.25 and 3.26. From this it follows that I hEH IX(hJi2dh is equal to either 1 or 2 
- ie dimH(W, W) = 1 and W irreducible or dimH(W, W) = 2 and W = W' ffi WI! where these 
are irreducible. These are the two cases of the theorem. The first case is done. 
In the second case we have I tttH lx(tJl2dt 0 which implies that V and V' are isomorphic. 
Since W is self-conjugate W' and WI! must be conjugate representations of H as the alternative 
would be for them to be self-conjugate - implying that they are representations of G contra-
dicting the irreducibility of V .• 
We are not working with compact Lie groups, but rather with their complexifications. To 
convert between the two we use Weyl's unitary trick, see [33J or [43]: 
Theorem 3.28 Given a linear semi-simple Lie group G, let GC be the analytic group of mGt-
trices with Lie algebra rf = 9 ffi ig. Suppose GC simply-connected. Then if X is any finite 
dimensional complex vector space, a representation of any of the following kinds on X leads to 











1. a representation of G on X 
2. a holomorphic representation of GC on X 
3. a representation of 9 on X 
4. a complex linear representation of gC on X .• 
Theorem 3.28 allows us to apply Proposition 3.27 to SOm C using the case SOmJR - all that 
remains to be done is to find out which Young diagrams correspond to representations of Om C 
that split under restriction. 
We refer to two Young diagrams as associated if the sums of the lengths of their first columns 
is m, and all the rest of their columns have the same length. During the course of the proof of 
Lemma 3.24 we showed that associated Young diagrams produce isomorphic representations of 
SO(Y); and so, since elements of O(Y) merely change orientations of our basis, 
y[A] ~ ylA] @ (determinant representation of O(Y)) 
as representations of O(Y). Thus if A i- X then Y[A] is not isomorphic to Y[."J and the restriction 
to SO(Y) of these representations are isomorphic and self-conjugate. Note in particular that we 
can always choose A so that the length of the first column is less than or equal to n. 
In the case of the even orthogonal group SOlnC, it is possible for A = X when the length 
of the first column is n. Then by Proposition 3.27 it follows that the restriction of VIAl to 
SO(Y) breaks up into two conjugate irreducible representations. It is easy to check that the two 
representations have highest weight vectors eU(A) and eU/(A) where U'(A) is an identical filling 
of A to utA) except the nth row is filled with 2n's instead of n's. 
So to summarise 
Theorem 3.29 • if dim Y = 2n+ 1, then VIAl is a non-zero irreducible representation of SO(Y) 
iff An+l = O. It has highest weight (Al, ... , An) . 
• If dim Y = 2n and An = 0 then yIA] is a non-zero irreducible representation of SO(Y) with 
highest weight (Al,'" ,An-l, 0) . 
• If dim Y 2n and An > 0 then VIAl is a sum of two irreducible representations, with 











4 Ind uced Representations on Flag Manifolds 
In this section we look at representations of the classical groups from a more geometric perspec-
tive. We contruct a smooth algebraic variety called a flag variety within the projectivisation of 
a representation. There is a strong link between the geometry of the flag variety and the Young 
diagram corresponding to the representation. 
In addition the equations cutting out the flag variety in projective space are closely linked to 
the equations cutting out the representations as subspaces of a tensor product. We then obtain 
irreducible representations of G in each of the three classical cases by looking at sections of line 
bundles on the flag variety T. For the most part we will follow [15]. 
4.1 Flag manifolds 
We start by looking at complex projective space and Grassmannian varieties. Given a vector 
space V, we have an action of C* on V - to}. The quotient of this action is complex projective 
space over the vector space V, JPl(V). Each point of JPl(V) is a line through the origin in V. For 
our purposes it is more convenient to work with JPl*(V), the dual space of hyperplanes in V. 
Suppose V has dimension m. For any 0 < d :::; m we form the Grassmannian Grd V of 
subspaces of V of co dimension m. An alternative way of thinking of the Grassmannian is to 
take a subspace E of V of codimension d. We define Stab(E) = {g E GL(V) I 9 . E c E} and then 
form the quotient space GL(V)jStab(E). By definition JPl*(V) = Gr1 V and JP'(V) = Grm - 1 V. 
We now wish to embed Grm V into some projective space as an algebraic subvariety. Given 
a subspace E of codimension d, the kernel of the map 
d d 
/\ (V) - /\ (V/E) 
is a hyperplane in /\ d(V). Assigning E to this kernel results in the Plucker embedding 
d 
Grd(V) l-> lP'*(/\ V). 
We need to show that this map is an embedding and to find the equations that cut it out as 
a subvariety of lP'*(/\ dV). To do this we look at the Plucker embedding more explicitly using 
coordinates. 
Set a basis v1,' •. ,Vn for V ~ cn. Then define linear forms Xi1 , ... ,ik ViI 1\ ... A Vid on 
JPl* (/\ d V). These forms are skew-commutative in the subscripts. Points of JPl* (/\ d V) are given 
homogeneous coordinates Xi1 ,,,,,ik' skew-commutative in the subscripts. 
Given a subspace E of V, we find the coordinates of its Plucker embedding as follows. Find 
a d x n matrix A : Cn --1 Cd of rank d with kernel E. /\ d A maps /\ d(Cn ) to /\ d(Cd) C 
taking ViI 1\ ... A v 4 to the determinant of the minor of A obtained by selecting the columns 
numbered 1.1, .•. , id. Thus the Plucker coordinate ?'il "",id of E in JPl* (/\ d V) is this determinant. 
Lemma 4.1 The PHicker embedding is a bijection between Grd(V) and the subvariety oflP'*(/\ dV) 
defined by the quadratic equations 
X· , X· . - "" X·, ·,X·, ., =0 
11 ''''ltd )1,···,jd L t) ''''Itd 1, .···')d ' (16) 
with the sum over all pairs obtained by exchanging a fixed set of k of the subscripts j" ... , jd 











To prove (16) cuts out the Grassmannian we need the following lemma of Sylvester on the 
determinants of matrices. 
Lemma 4.2 Given any two d x d matrices M and N and any number k such that 1 :s; k :s; d, 
det(M) . det(N) = L det(M ' ) . det(N ' ) 
where the sum is over all pairs (M', N') of matrices obtained from M and N by swapping a 
fixed set ofk columns of N with amy k columns of M, preseruing the ordering of columns. 
Proof. We can assume that the first k columns of N are to be interchanged without loss of 
generality by the alternating property of detenninants under interchange of column vectors. 
Split the matrices up into column vectors and write IVI ... vdl for the determinant of the matrix 
formed by these vectors. It suffices to show 
IVI ... vdl·lwl •• ,wdl = L IVI ... WI ... Wk ... vdl·1vil ... VikWk+I·· .wdl· 
il< ... <I" 
This is equivalent to showing that that the difference of the two sides is an alternating 
function of the d+ 1 vectors VI, ••. , Vd, WI since the vectors themselves are only d-dimensional, 
and so an alternating function of d + 1 of them must vanish. 
If two vectors Vi and Vi+ I are equal then both sides of the equation vanish and we are 
done. If Vd = WI then we will show the difference of the two sides is an alternating function 
of VI,"" Vd. W2. The case Vi = Vi+1 is immediate, and the case Vd = W2 follows since then 
WI =W2 .• 
Proof of Lemma 4.1 We apply Sylvester's Lemma to the matrices M and N the minors 
of A obtaining by selecting columns numbered il, ... , id and h, ... , jd respectively. This shows 
that the coordinates arising from the Plucker embedding satisfy the quadratic relation. To show 
the converse assume a point with coordinates Xjl ..... jd satisfies the quadratics relations (16). Fix 
some i l , ...• id such that Xil .... ,id i= O. Since we are working in projective space set Xil .... ,ict = 1. 
Define a d x n matrix A = (us,t) by 
Us,t = XiI , ... ,is-I ,t.is 1I, ... ,id , 1:S; s :s; d, 1:S; t :s; n. (17) 
We claim A: en --t Cd has kernel a subspace of co dimension d with Plucker coordinates given 
by the Xjl , ... Jd' Let 1 = (i I, ...• id) and consider the determinants of minors corresponding to 
all possible J (j I •.•. , j d)· For J = 1 the minor is the identity matrix with determinant one as 
expected. This also shows A has rank d. 
When I and J have d - 1 entries in common, say J is obtained by replacing is with t, then 
the corresponding minor looks like the identity matrix except in the sth column which will have 
entry us.t on the diagonal giving the recquired detenninant. 
For other J we induction on the number of differing entries. If h does not occur in I, then 
using relation (16) with one exchange: h, we are able to rewrite Xjl, •.• ,Xct as a linear combination 
of products of known coordinates coordinates differing from I by less than J. We can thus 
express these coordinates as determinants of minors of A, and so by Sylvester's lemma Xjl "",)<1 
is the determinant of the corresponding minor of A. 
The map is an embedding since given two distinct subspaces E and f we can choose a basis 











it is clear these subs paces have different PlUcker coordinates. • 
An immediate consequence is that Grassmannians are compact. In addition they are smooth 
algebraic varieties and thus are complex manifolds. We now look at the quotient G/B for B the 
Borel subgroup of G corresponding to b. 
Proposition 4.3 B is a closed subgroup of G. G/B is compact. 
Proof. Consider the adjoint representation of 9 on itself. The Borel sub algebra b obviously 
preserves the subspace beg and in fact 
b = {x E 9 I [x, b] E b for all b E b}. 
This follows since given any x E 9 b we can write x in the form x = b + LOCEil- 1Joc where 
b E band 1Joc E goc with at least one 1Joc i- O. Then given any hE I) such that a(h) i- 0 it follows 
[x, h] n goc i- 0 and so [x, h] ct b. 
If we now lift to the group G we see that B is the connected component of the identity in 
Ad-1 ({subgroup of GL(g) holding b invariant}). 
Since this subgroup is closed it follows that B is closed. The map Ad : G ---t GL(g) is an embed-
ding and so we have an embedding of G/B into the Grassmannian GL(g)/Stab(b). Since the 
image of G is closed in GL(g) and the image of B is Stab(b), we have a closed subspace of the 
Grassmannian, and hence G/B is compact since the Grassmannian is compact .• 
Flag manifolds can be realised more concretely as the orbits of a distinguished point in 
the projective space obtained from an irreducible representation. Let (w, <p) be an irreducible 
representation of 9 generated by a highest weight vector. Since we prefer working with JfD*(W) 
to lP(W), we look at the dual representation on W* with lowest weight vector v<I>' Consider the 
space lP(W*) = JfD*(W). The line of lowest weight vectors is mapped to a point in lP*(W) which 
we denote by [v<I>]' Set 
P = {g E Gig· [V <1>] = [v<I>]}' 
We claim that P is a parabolic subgroup of G and so that the G-orbit of [v<I>] in lP*(W) is 
isomorphic to the flag manifold G IP. We will prove this case by case, at the same time looking 
at the structure of the flag manifold in detail. 
S[n+1C: 
Let Y be an n + 1 dimensional vector space. There is a 1 - 1 correspondence between 
irreducible representations and Young diagrams A = (A 1, ••• ,Am) with at most n rows. The 
highest weight vector in y(A) is eU(Aj, and we have a basis for yeA) consisting of eT for T a 
standard filling of A. 
From this we obtain the dual basis eT" for (y{Al)*. To find the structure of p, we look at 
the action of the root vectors E~_11 on eU(A)' First we have 
Ee;. -ej (eU(A)) = 0 iff Eej_e;. (eU(Aj) = 0 
since Ee;.-ej and Eej_e;. are adjoint. Eej-e;.(eT) = LET' where the sum is over all eT' ob-
tained from ET by interchanging an ei with a ej. Thus it immediately follows that for i > j 












Let ~ = (dft , ... , d~). Then if i and j are both in one of the intervals [1. ds], [ds + 
1, ds-l], ... , [d2 + 1, d l], [dl + 1. n + 1] it follows that Eej-e; (eU(i\)) = 0 also byantisyrnmetry 
of columns, since i's and j's always appear in the same columns. 
So p is the Lie algebra of lower triangular matrices together with the roots generated by 
Ee; ~ It for i and i + 1 in one of the intervals listed above. So we have a parabolic subalge-
bra containing all the negative roots and generated by a subset of n. Thus this is parabolic 
containing b=~ ffi n-. 
If a column of length k occurs in A, then the root Eek - e" 11 will not be in p, so if we define a 
flag y dl C y d2 C '" C yd,; C Y by yd" = (ed,,+l, edk +2 •... , en+l), then P can be characterised 
by 
P = {g E SL(y) I g(Y~) C yd" for 1 ::; k::; s} 
From this it follows that SLn+l CjP equals 
.1'(dl ,. .. ,d,;):= {O C yd1 C ... C yd. C Cn+ll codim y~ = dd 
for n ~ dl > ... > dl ~ O. 
We now wish to find the equations which cut out these flag manifolds as subvarieties of 
projective space. We know the Plucker embedding takes Grdy into W'*U\ dy). Thus .1'(dl , ... ,d,,) 
embeds in 
dl d2 dk 
W'*(/\ Y) x W'*(/\ Y) x ... x W'*(/\ Y) 
as a product of Plucker embeddings. The flag manifold is characterised by the additional 
incidence relation." which demand that each k-tuple of spaces is an increasing chain of subspaces. 
The following holds 
Proposition 4.4 The flag variety .1'( d1 , ••• ,dk 1 (Y) c I1 f= 1 W'* (/\ <it Y) is cut out by the quadratic 
equations 
x· . X· . - ~ X·, ·,X·, ./ 
11,···,tl' )1,···,)q L tj , ... ,t;, )1,.··,)q (18) 
where the sum is over all pairs obtain by interchanging the first k of the j subscripts with any k 
of the i subscripts, maintaining the order, and where p ~ q are in {d 1) .•• , dk}. 
Remark. Equation (18) and relation Q2 from §3.3 are different ways of expressing the same 
basic relationship algebraically in §3.3 and geometrically here. 
Proof. The flag variety is clearly preserved by the action of GL(E) and equation (18) is 
preserved by this action since the Plucker embedding and thus the homogeneous coordinates 











yi = (ei+ I , ... ,en) C (ej+ I ) ... , en} = yj. These su bspaces then each have one nonzero coordi-
nate: Xl, ...• i and XI, ... ,j respectively. (18) is clearly satisfied since interchanging subscripts either 
makes no difference (in one case) or results in repeated subscripts in every other case and the 
coordinates are antisymmetric with respect to the subscripts. 
On the other hand if yi i yj take 
We then have 
1 = XT+ I , ...• T+iX I , ... ,j 1: X I ,T+2,. .. ,T+iXT+ I , .... j 
SP2nC : 
+ XT+l, 1 •... ,T+iXT+2.2 ..... j 
+ XT+I •...• T+i-I,IXT+i,2, ... ,j 
=0 .• 
Now we adapt the working above to the symplectic case, and later on the orthogonal. 
Let V be a 2n-dimensional vector space with symplectic form w. SP(Y) is the group of all 
automorphisms of Y preserving a non-degenerate antisymmetric bilinear form w. This means 
that SP(Y) preserves isotropic subspaces and maps any two isotropic subspaces of the same 
dimension onto each other. 
As with sln.+IC there is a 1-1 correspondence between Young diagrams with at most n rows 
and irreducible representations. As before we choose an irreducible representation (Y(A) ) <p) with 
highest weight vector eU(Aj' We wish to know the structure of P, the sub algebra annihilating 
the lowest weight vector in the dual representation. 
Following the same reasoning as for the previous case, it is clear that E-2et (eU(A))* = 0 since 
E2et sends en+i to ei and there are no enH's in eU(A)' Similarly E_et- ej is in P as are Ee;-ej for 
i > j. Thus as before p contains all the negative roots. 
Also arguing as before Eet- et 11 annihilates et(A) iff i and i + 1 are in one of the intervals 
[1, ds], [ds + 1, ds-I], ... , [d2 + 1, dlL [dl + 1, nJ. E1en is in p iff An = 0 as E-len maps en to 
e2n and this is only zero if en does not occur. 
Thus p holds invariant the following flag 
yd; = (ed;+I, ... ,e2n) 
It immediately follows that 
SP(Y)/P {O C y dl C ... C yds C y I codim ydk = dk and (ydk )1. isotropic for all k} 
where W1. = {v E YI w(w, v) = 0 for all w E W}. It suffices to have (yd1 )1. isotropic; this is 
clearly equivalent to 
{O C Y ds C ... C Y d1 C y I dim Yk = k and w(Y dp Y d 1 ) = O} . 
We use the notation F(d1 , ... ,ds ) for symplectic flags. These are cut out by the same equations 











subspaces are isotropic, Suppose we are given a matrix c2n 
form 
Cd acting on the left of the 
A = (IdX d (X~. .. (X\_d) 
'" 1 2n-d "'"d (Xd 
then the transposes of the basis vectors for the kernel of this map are of the form 
Uk (-(X~, ... ,-(X~,O""O, 1,0, ... ,0) 
where the 1 follows (k 1) O's for 1 ::; k ::; 2n - d. Let K be the kernel. We wish to find K..L 
and impose conditions which make this isotropic. K..L has basis 
- (n-d+l 2n-d ° 1 ° 1 n-d) Vj - -(Xj , ... , -(Xj " ... , , ... , ,~" .. , (Xj 
where the 1 follows j - 1 zeros and 1 ::; j ::; d. This is isotropic iff UJ (Vb Vj) = ° for all 
1 ::; k, j ::; d, so 
",n+ 1 "') + + ",2n-d",n-d + ",n-d+j _ ",n+ 1 '" 1 + + ",2n-d",n-d + ",n-d+k 
"'k ""J • • • "'"k ""'j ""'k - ""'j "'"k . . . ""'j ""'k ""'j 
taking determinants of minors it follows that 
Xl d=l and Xl . l(d k)' 1 d=(X!<-SO ,'H, , ... ,)-, + ,)+ ,"', ) 
Xl, ... ,k-l,(d+n+l),k+l, ... ,dXl, ... ,j-l,(d+l),j+l, .. "d + ' .. + 
Xl ,H.,k-l ,(d+2n-d),k+l, ... ,dXl , ... ,j-l,(n),j+l , ... ,d + Xl,. .. ,k-l,(n-j),k+l , ... ,dX l,.,.,d 
= X1, ... ,j-l,(d+n+l),j+l, ... ,dXl, ... ,k-l,(d+l),k+l, ... ,d + ... + 
Xl , ... ,j-l,(d+2n-d),j+l, ... ,dXl , ... ,k-l ,(n),k+l , ... ,d + Xl , ... ,j-l,(n-k),j+l , ... ,dX 1 , ... ,d 
for k, j E 1, ... I d ensure the kernel of A is symplectic. Since homogeneous coordinates are basis 
independent, our choice of positioning for Idxd is arbitrary. 
Set J = (h, ... , jd) and let K = {the remaining elements of 1, ... , 2n}. Let J} denote J with 
K(i) in the jth position. The equations are then 
XJn II XJI + ... + XJln-dXJn-d + XJn-d I IXJ = XJn IIXJk + ... + XJln-dXm-d + XJn-d I.XJ k J k I k I 1 j Jk I 
as J varies over ordered subsets of (1, ... , 2n), with k, j E 1 , ... , d. 
These equations characterise isotropic subs paces of c 2n of dimension 2n - d. This is clear 
since by changing the position of the identity matrix in A, we cover the Grassmannian Grd(V) 
with open affine subspaces on which the above equations hold. 
If we take d = d 1 then we have the additional equation needed for the symplectic flag variety 
F(dl , ... ,d.), since 
.502n+1 C : 
There is a 1 correspondence between representations of OnC and Young diagrams with 











orthogonal group, it suffices to consider Young diagrams with the added condition that the 
length of the first column is at most -!n. As before we consider the link between the shape 
of a Young diagram A, and the algebra jJ holding invariant the lowest weight vector of the 
representation (Y[}.])*. 
The negative roots are clearly in jJ. Concentrating on the simple roots, Ee;-e; 11 E P iff i 
and i + 1 are in one of the intervals [1, dsJ, [ds + 1, ds- 1], ..• , [d2 + 1, dl], [dl + 1, nJ. Een is in 
P iff An = 0 as E_en maps en to e2n+l and this is only zero if en does not occur. So almost 
identically to the symplectic case, 
P = { 9 E SO(Y) I g(ydk;) C ydk for all k} 
for ydk = (edi<+l, ... , e2n+l). 
SO(Y)/P = .r[d! , ...• d.] is the flag manifold of isotropic subspaces under Q of the given 
codimensions. So we follow the same line of reasoning as in the symplectic case to find the 
equations which cut out this subvariety. 
Here we have a matrix A acting on the left, C2n+1 ~ Cd. 






) ••• ~l 
ct2n+1- d 
d 
The kernel K of this matrix has basis consisting of (tranposed) vectors of the form 
Uk = ( -ct}, ... , -ct~, 0, ... ,1, ... ,0) 
for k between 1 and 2n + 1 - d. The orthogonal complement, K.L has basis 
( n-d+l 2n-d 0 1 0 1 n-d 2n+l-d) Vj ctj , ... , ctj " ... , , ..• , ,ctj"'" ctj , ctj . 
for j between 1 and d. The recquirement Q (Vb Vj) = 0 is equivalent to 
Setting I = (il"'" i d) and J to be any 2n + 1 of the remaining n + 1 indices, with the last 
element e2n+l in J satisfying Q(e2n+l,e2n+1l = 1. Then the equations are 
summing over the tuples 1 and J, and the indices j and k. Letting d d 1 results in the desired 
equations. 
S02nC : 
This case is much the same as the others except for unusual behaviour when An i= O. Then 
y[;>.] splits into two irreducible representations of S02nC. To see how this is reflected in terms of 











its dual. As usual p contains all the negative roots. The link between the Young diagram and 
the corresponding flag manifold is as usual, with p holding 
ydk = (edk+1," . ,e1n)' 
invariant. The difference comes in when dl = n. In this case p holds invariant two different 
flags, the chain described above with either 
y dl = yn = (en+h"" e2n) or yd{ = yn' = (en, ... , e2n-l) 
at the end of the chain. Elements of S02n e interchange two elements at a time with el, ... ,en 
and so the dimension of the intersection of yd1 and E = (el,"" en} is preserved mod 2. So 
each Young diagrams corresponds to two flag manifolds, 
and 
S02n ejP = {O C ydl C ... C yd. C e 1n1 Q(yd1 , y dl ) = 0 
and dl = n implies dim ydl n E == 0 (mod 2)}, 
S02n ejP {O C ydl C ... C yd. C e 1n1 Q(yd1 , yd1 ) = 0 
and dl n implies dim ydl n E == 1 (mod 2)}, 
where the two coincide if i\n = O. It turns out that the equations which cut out the isotropic 
subspaces in Grd(e2n) are 
For d = n we need to impose an additional relation to distinguish the two possible flag manifolds. 
We may as well take a basis for E to be ek = (0, ... ,0,0, ... , 1, ... ,O), ie n zeros followed by 
k - 1 zeros and then a 1. The dimension of the intersection of E and ker A is equal to rank (C<.i,j), 
and equations cutting out the flags can be derived from this. 
4.2 Vector bundles on Flag manifolds 
We start with a quick description of complex vector bundles, before specialising to the flag 
manifolds and (for the most part) line bundles. 
Definition 4.5 ISS}. A complex vector bundle e oj rank n over a manijold X consists oj 
(aJ a topological space e, the total space, 
(b J a map 1t : e """* X called the projection map, and 
(c J jor each x E X the fiber ex = 7C 1 (x) has the structure oj a complex vector space oj rank 
n. 











Each point of x has a (not necessarily unique) neighbourhood U such that there is a homeo-
morphism 
U X en ~ n-1 (U) := eu. 
c.t> has the property that for each x E U the map x H c.t>(x)v) defines a linear isomorphism 
between en and n-1 ( x ) . 
The pairing (U, c.t» is referred to as a local system for e at x. 
Given an open cover {Uc<J of X with trivialisatioIl8 c.t>oc : eu", -7 Uoc x en we define the 
transition functions 9ocj3 : Uoc n Uj3 -7 GLn e by 
These satify the condition 
{ 
9ocj3 . 9j3oc = id) 
9ocj3 . 9j3y . 9yoc = id. 
(19) 
Conversely given any collection of local functions satisfying these identities we can construct 
the corresponding vector bundle by taking the union of Uocx en over all a and identifying {z} X en 
in Uoc x en and Uj3 x en via 9ocj3(z). 
We are interesting in looking at homogeneous vector bundles constructed over the flag manifolds. 
Definition 4.6 Given a group G and a manifold X 'With a left G-action, G x X -7 X: (9, x) H 
9' x, a homogeneous vector b7lndle e over X is a vector bundle with left G-action satisfying 
(a) 9' ex = eg.x for x E X and 9 E G. 
(b) The mapping ex ~ eg.x induced by 9 i.9 linear. 
If we assume that X is of the form G /H for H a subgroup of the Lie group G then we can 
construct any homogeneous vector bundle over X as follows, 
Let (p, E) be a finite dimensional representation of H and define a right H-action on G x E, 
(9)V)' h= (9' h)p(h)-lv) for 9 E G, vEE and h E H. 
Let e = G xp E = (G x E)/H. Then let (9)V] = (9,V)' H and define n((9,v]) = 9' H. n is a 
well-defined map e -1 X. It can be shown that e is locally trivial and that all homogeneous 
vector bundles arise in this manner, see [41J. 
Now we specialise to the case of flag manifolds. Each point of the flag has a collection of 
vector spaces attached to it, we expect to find many naturally defined vector bundles which sit 
over the flag. We start by looking at complex projective space. 
r (V) has a natural line bundle associated to it. At each point x in JP* (V), associate the 
line formed by taking the quotient of V by the hyperplane corresponding to x. It can be shown 











for Xi E Sym 1 (V). We denote this line bundle by Olf" (V) (1) and refer to it as the canonical 
line bundle. Set 01f'*(Vj(n) = OIf'*(v)(l )0n. Given a subvariety X of JP>*(V) write Ox(n) for the 
restriction of OIf'.(V)(n) to X. Elaborating, we have an imbedding l : X y JP>*(V), and we set 
Ox(n) = l*(Olf'o(V)(n)), the pullback of the canonical line bundle. 
Let F refer to Fd1 , ... ,ds (V) = G /P. We construct the following commutative diagram. 
The diagram commutes since the equations which define the flag manifold Fd1 , ... ,ds (V) in 
n~=l JP>* (SymOi (A cIt V)) also define JP>*(VA) in JP>* ( ®~=1 SymOi (A cIt V)) by construction of 
the vector space VA. In the symplectic and orthogonal cases the additional conditions that the 
flag be of isotropic subspaces corresponds to the condition on V(A) and V[A] that we restrict to 
harmonic tensors (Definitions 3.15 and 3.22). 
Definition 4.7 Let £./\ = 0.1"(1) for the embedding of Fin JP>*(VA). In other words £./' is the 
pullback of the canonical line bundle on JP>* (V A). 
By commutativity of the above diagram and since the maps used behave well under pullbacks 
it follows that 
£./'. = O.1"(u" ... , us) 
:= 7tl01f'*(V1 )(U1) 0 ... 0 7t:Olf'o [Vs )( us) 
since F embeds in n~=l JP>* (SymOi (A cIt V)). 
There is an alternative construction of this line bundle more closely related to the geometry 
of the flag. F has a canonical flag of vector bundles 
F x {OJ = 0.1" C Vd1 c ... C Vds c V.1" = F x V; rank(Vdk) = dim V - dk · 
Here the fiber above a point is clearly just the flag of vector spaces which the point corresponds 
to. In the case F = JP>* (V), Olf'o (V) (1) is the quotient of V.1" by the canonical flag. 
The PlUcker embedding Grd V y JP>* (A d V) maps U C V to the hyperplane that is the kernel 
of the map Ad V - A d(V/U). So pulling back the line bundle Olf'o (/\ d v) (1) to Grd V results in 
the bundle A d(V.1" /11), the where 11 c V.1" is the canonical bundle. From this it follows 
d1 d. 
£A = O.1"(Ul, ... , us) = AJV/lld0 0.1 0 ... 01\ (V /l1s)00. •• 
There is a unique fixed point for P on F = G/P. This is the flag x = Vd1 C ... C Vds C V which 











1\ <4. (VjV<4.) is generated by the image of el /\ .•. /\ edk and so the action of PEP on this is 
multiplication by the determinant of the upper-left dkX dk corner of p. If we let Ak be the upper-
left dk x dk corner of p, then the action of p on £,A is to multiply by det(Al )0.1 ... det(As)Os . 
If we are given a character X : P -+ C*, let Cx,p be the one dimensional P-module with 
P-action given by p : Z H X(p) . z. We can then form a line bundle £,(X) as a quotient 
£,(X) = G xpCx,P = G x Cj(g·p x z) ~ (g x X(p)z) 
This is an equivariant line bundle over GjP, indeed it is a special case of the our general 
technique for constructing homogeneous vector bundles. Set XA(g) = det(Ad0.1 ... det(As)<ls. 
Then we have shown above that £,A = £,(XA)' 
Proposition 4.8 The space r(GjP,£,A) of sections of £,A is isomorphic to VA. 
Remark. Before proving this we define a section. A section of G jP is a function f : G -+ C 
that satisfies 
X(p)f(g· p) = f(g) for all 9 E G, pEP. 
r(GjP,£,A) then denotes the vector space of all section of £,A. G acts on this space on the left 
by the formula (g. f)(h) = f(g-l . h) for g, hE G. 
Proof. Firstly it is a standard fact of algebraic geometry, see [24] that the space of alge-
braic sections of a projective variety is finite dimensional. Since G has a representation on the 
space of sections, all that is recquired is to show that there is only one highest weight vector up 
to scalar multiplication, and that it has weight A. 
Let U be the subgroup of upper triangular unipotent matrices, and B' the group of lower 
triangular matrices. Any highest weight vector satisfies f(g· u) = f(g) for u E U. We have that 
U· B' is dense in G, see [19], implying that the highest weight vector f is determined by its value 
at the identity e in G. So there is at most one highest weight vector with f( e) = 1. The formula 
f(g) =XA(g-l) determines this vector. This has weight A since writing X= diag(xl,". ,xm ) it 











5 The Bernstein-Gel'fand-Gel'fand Resolution 
In this section we construct the Bernstein-Gepfand-Gel'fand resolution and show its exactness. 
We do this following the original article of Bernstein-Gel'fand-Gel'fand [31] and a subsequent 
article by Garland and Lepowsky [18] which simplifies and generalises parts of the argument. 
The most notable simplification is the use of the Casimir operator as a distinguished member 
of the centre of the universal enveloping algebra in place of the Harish-Chanma isomorphism. 
This section is considerably more abstract than the previous two. It provides detailed 
structural information about U(g)-modules, and combined with Bott's vanishing theorem (§6) 
gives a proof of the Borel-Weil theorem. 
5.1 The Casimir Operator 
First we define our category we work in a category of g-modules which is reasonably well 
behaved. Bernstein-Gel'fand-GeFfand work in a category () which we enlarge slightly following 
Garland and Lepowsky. 
Definition 5.1 Given v E I)*, define O(v) = {v - .Li=1ltiex:ilni E Z} c 1)*. Then let C be the 
full subcategory of g-modules X such that 
1. X has a weight space decomposition. 
2. Each weight space is finite dimensional. 
3. The weights of X lie in a finite union of sets of the form O(v) for v E 9*. 
Clearly C is closed under taking quotients and submodules. It is also clear that C contains 
all highest weight modules and all shnple g-modules. Following Garland and Lepowsky, we 
define a (generalised) Casimir element r in U(g). Then for each g-module X there is a Cashnir 
operator r x in End X. 
Pick any basis e~ for n where e~ E g~ and ex: E ~+. Using the Killing form a dual basis f~ 
for n- can be found. Set r1 = 2 .LIX€A I f ~e~. It is clear that rl is independent of the choice of 
basis from the following alternative construction: first notice the isomorphism 
where fv : g~ -t g~ : u H f(u)v. This is an isomorphism since the two spaces have the 
same dimension, and fv = 0 implies either f or v equal zero - so it is an injection. Set l~ E 
(g~)* ® g~ :::::: End g~ as the element corresponding to 1 g", E End g~. If we set B ~ : g~ -t g_~ 
as the isomorphism induced by the Killing form and have m : 9 ® 9 -t U(g) as multiplication 
then we claim 
rl =2 L mo(B~01)(l~). 
IX€AI 
This is equivalent to claiming that e~f ~ = m 0 (B~ ® 1 )(L~). This is clear since v* 0 v H 1 ~ 
under the isomorphism described above, and B(e~) f~) = 1 by construction. 
For X a g-module we have rl an operator on X. Define a second operator r2 on X by having 
r2 act on XIj> as scalar multiplication by (c!> + p,c!> + p). The Casimir operator rx E EndX is 
defined to be r1 + r2 . 











Proposition 5.3 For X E C the Casimir operator fx commutes with the action of 9 on x .• 
The first result is clear since f X is defined using elements of 9 and so commutes with g-
module maps. The second is a standard computational result, see [18]. Now using the notation 
A ~ 5 when A = W • 5 for some W E W, where A and 5 are weights, we have the following 
Corollary 5.4 Let X be a highest weight module for 9 of weight A. The Casimir operator fx 
acts on X as scalar multiplication by (A + P, A + p). Moreover, in the case of a Verma module 
V(A) we have fY(A) acting as scalar multiplication by CA = (A, A). Thus since the Killing form 
is invariant under W, we have CA = Co if A ~ 5 .• 
This corollary suggests that it would be interesting to study how a g-module splits up into 
eigenspaces under the action of the Casimir operator. For a start we know that each eigenspace 
will contain entire highest weight modules - for example entire Verma modules or irreducible 
representations - and this is useful since it provides a means of digging into the structure of a 
g-module. 
So with this in mind we collect together all the eigenvalues of a g-module X as follows: for 
X E C let 
S(X) = {c Eel fxx = cx for some x E X, x i= O}. 
We al'30 let X(cl = {x E X I (fx - c)Y1..x = 0 for some n> O}. 
Thus S(X) is the set of eigenvalues of the Casimir operator, with X(c) the space of generalized 
eigenvectors with eigenvalue c. From these definitions it follows that S(X) = {c Eel X(c) i= O}. 
Also from the Corollary we have S(X) = {(A + p, A + p)} for X a highest weight module generated 
by a vector of weight A. 
Since the Casimir operator collects highest weight modules together, it would be useful to 
see how any given g-module breaks down into highest weight modules. A first step towards this 
is the following 
Lemma 5.5 Let X E C. Then X has a (possibly finite) g-module filtration 0 = Xo C Xl C ... 
such that X = UXi and each g-module Xt+dXt is a highest weight module. In particular if 
X i= 0 then X contains a highest weight vector. 
Proof. Let v], ... , Vk E 1)* be a set of weights such that the weights of X are in D(Vl)U ... UD(vk)· 
We say two weights A and <I> are compatible if A - <I> = L t= 1 ZC(t. Given A and <I> compatible we 
can find a K so that O(A) U 0(<1» C O(K). Thns we may as well take VI I'''' Vk to be mutually 
incompatible. 
As a result of this assumption we have that every weight of X lies in a unique O(Vj). So 
given a weight 11 of X which lies in vj, write Vj - 11 = L~=l ntC(t for nt in Z+. We can then 
define N(Il) = Lt=1 nt a positive integer. We use these integers to set up our filtration. 
Define X(n) to be the sum of all weight spaces XJ1 such that N(Il) = n. Then X(n) is finite 
dimensional since the weight spaces are finite dimensional and there are a finite number of ways 
that t positive integers can sum to n. 
Let nx be the minimal nonnegative integer such that X(nx) i= 0 with 11 a weight with 
N(Il) = nx. Choose a vector x in XJl.. Then x is n-invariant by minimality so the g-module Xl 
generated by x is a highest weight module. Consider the quotient module X/X 1. It follows that 
nXjXl ? nx with equality iff dim(X/Xd(nx) < dimX(nx). 











Proposition 5.6 For all X E C, 
X= EB X(c)' 
cEsrXl 
Let 0 = Xo C Xl C ... be any filtmtion with the properties of the previous lemma with Ai E ~* 
the highest weight of Xi+dXi for each i. Then 
Proof. Given a subspace Y of X, denote by [Y] the subspace generated by Y under the action 
of rx. Let ChCl,'" E C be the distinct elements of the set {(Ai + P,Ai + p)h. Any finite 
dimensional subspace of X is contained in some Xi; and each Xi is generated by a finite number 
of highest weight vectors, so if Y is finite dimensional subspace of Xi then so is [Y]. It also 
follows that [Y] will be annihilated by products of powers of a finite number of rx - Cj. So we 
have [Y] = EBj([Y] n X(c)l). 
Set Yn = EBk<nX(n). This is a filtration 0 = Yo C Y1 C ... of X where each Yk is finite 
dimensional and X = UYk. From this we see that X = EBj X(cJl and so X(c) i- 0 implies that 
C = Cj for some j. For each i we can choose an element x E Xi+ 1 - Xi. Let Ci = (Ai + p, Ai + p). 
Then for any C i- Cj, r x - C multiplies x by a nonzero scalar so x E X( Cj) and X( Cj 1 is not empty. 
Now El(X) = {c E C I X(c) i- O} so El(X) = {Cl' Cl, .. • } .• 
If a filtration exists with the properties described above then we say that X is of type '¥ 
where '¥ is the collection of weights Wi (not necessarily distinct) such that Xi + l/Xi has highest 
weight Wi. '¥ simply lists the weights which occur in the Jordan-Holder decomposition of X. 
Proposition 5.7 Let C E C. X H X(c) is an exact functor from C to C. In particular if Y E C 
is a g-submodule of X then (X/Yl(c) X(c)/Y(c)' 
Proof. X(c) is a g-submodule of X since rx commutes with g. Also from Proposition 5.2 we 
have that the map X H X(c) is functorial. From the above splitting we see that the functor is 
exact .• 
Corollary 5.8 Let X E C and 0 = Xo C Xl C ... be a filtration with the properties stated in 
Lemma 5.5 with Ai E ~* the highest weight of Xi+dX i . Then X(c) has a g-module filtration 
o Yo C Yl C ... such that X(c) = U Yj and the family of g-modules Yi+l/Yi corresponds up to 
isomorphism with the family of g-mod7.Lles Xi+l/Xi which satisfy (Ai + p, Ai + p) c .• 
5.2 The Bruhat order and the Weyl group 
In this subsection we collect together results on the Bruhat order and the Weyl group which 
will be of use later on in this section as well as in §7. We also collect together without proof 
some results on Verma modules, see [29]. References for this subsection are [7], [30] and [31]. 
The last two have different (dual) definitions of the Bruhat order. We follow [31], altering the 
results of [30] when necessary. 
Theorem 5.9 Let X, W E ~*. Then either 
1. Homu(g) (V(x) , V(W)) = 0, or, 











Given w, w' E W, we writew ~ w' ifw = O'O(.w' and l(w} = l(w')+ 1. We say that w < w' 
if there exists a sequence Wl, •.• ,Wk of elements of W such that 
W-tWl-t ... -tWk-tW'. 
This defines a partial ordering on W, the Bruhat order. The Bruhat order is important because 
of the following two theorems (amongst other things) 
Theorem 5.10 Let X E P, w, w' E W. Then Homu{g) (V(wx) , V(w'X)) = C iffw :5 w' .• 
Theorem 5.11 Let X E P, w,w' E W. Then R(WX) E JH (V(w'X)) iffw:5 w' .• 
These theorems also provide a partial explanation for the strange definitions of Verma mod-
ules. V(;\) has highest weight ;\ - p since this is what is recquired to ensure the above theorems 
are true. This is useful and important since the theorems provide a strong link between the 
(combinatorial) structure of the Weyl group and the way in which highest weight modules 
embed in one another. 
(20) 
Lemma 5.12 Letw 0'0(.1'" O'(X{ be a reduced decomposition ofw E W. LetYi = 0'0(.1 ... 0'(X{_1 (IX.d· 
Then the roots Yl , ... ,Yl are distinct and the set {Yl , ... ,Yl} coincides with cD w = Ll + n wLl-. 
Proof. See [7]. • 
Lemma 5.13 The following hold: 
(a) Let w = 0'0(.1 ... 0' (X{ be a reduced composition and let yEll + be a root such that w-1y E 
Ll-. Then for some i, 
(21) 
(b) Letw E W, Y E Ll+. Then l(w) < l(O'yw) if and only ifw-1y E Ll+. 
Proof. For (a), the condition on Y is that it is an element of Ll+ nwLl-, Then Lemma 5.12 
implies that Y = 0'0(.1 '" O'rx;_l (IX.d for some i, implying (21). 
(b) If w-1y E Ll- then by (21), O'yW = 0' <Xl ... 0' (X{-l O'rx; I 1 ... O'(X{ implying l( O'yw) < l(w). 
Interchanging wand O'yW it follows that ifw-1y E Ll+ then l(w) < l(O'yw .• 
Lemma 5.14 The following hold: 
(a) If O'O(.W ~ w for all IX. E n, then w = e, the identity. 
(b) There exists a unique element 5 E W such that 5 -t 0'0(.5 for all IX. En. 
(c) Let WE W, IX. En. Then IX. E cDw implies w ~ O'<XW, and IX. rt. cDw implies O'O(.w ~ w. 
(d) lCI>wl = k when l(w) = k. 
Discussion. This lemma is proved in [7]. It confirms what we intuitively expect to happen, 
At the top of the Bruhat order we have the identity; and at the bottom an element 5. 
For the last two statements one think'! of elements of the Weyl group as decomposing into 
strings of reflections in simple root vectors. (c) then states that cD w is the set of all roots 
"flipped" over from negative to positive by w. So if IX. E cDw we have that w flips IX. and so 0'0(. 
has the effect of "stripping" IX. out of w. (d) states that the number of roots "flipped" is equal 











Lemma 5.15 Let WhW2 E W, a E n, l' E .1.+ and l' i- a. Set 1'1 
assumptions the following two diagrams are equivalent, 
and 
O'\X.y. Under these 
(22) 
(23) 
Proof. We show (22) implies (23); the converse is similar. a E D and l' i- a, so since we know 
that O'\X. permutes the positive simple roots aside from a it follows that 1'1 O'\X.y E .1.+. Thus 
it is sufficient to show 1(0'\X.W2) < 1(W2) = l(wd. We know 0'\X.w2 = O'\X.O'yO'\X.Wl = O'y/Wl and 
(0'\X.W2)-l y l = W:z10'\X.yl = w:z1y E .1.+ by Lemma 5.13 since (22) states 1(O'yW2) > 1(W2)' 
Thus 1'1 E W1D. - n .1. + and we are done .• 
Lemma 5.16 Letw,w/EW, aED andassumew<w/. Then 
1. either O'\X.W ~ Wi or O'\X.W < O'\X.w/. 
2. eitherw ~ O'\X.w l or O'ocW < O'\X.w /. 
Proof. We prove the first part. The second is similar. Let 
W=Wl-7 W2-7· .. -7 Wk=W/. 
We use induction on k. If O'ocW < w or O'\X.W = W2 then the assertion is obvious. Let w < O'\X.W' 
O'\X.W i- W2. Then by Lemma 5.15 O'ocW < O'ocW2. Now apply the inductive hypothesis to the 
pair (W2, Wi) .• 
Corollary 5.17 Let a ED, Wl ..:; w; and W2 ..:; w2. If one of the elements Wl, w~ is smaller 
in the ordering than one of W2, Wz then Wl ~ W2 < Wz and Wl ~ w~ ~ W2 .• 
Proposition 5.18 Suppose we are given a partial ordering w -I Wi on W with the following 
properties: 
Pl. If a E D, w E W with l(O'ocw) = l(w) - 1 then w -I O'ocW. 
P2. Ifw -I Wi, a E n then either O'ocW -I Wi or O'ocW -I O'\X.w /. 
Then w -I Wi if and only ifw ~ Wi. In other words these two properties characterise the Bruhat 
order. 
Proof. From P1 it follows that 5 -I w -I e for all w E W, where as in Lemma 5.14 5 is the 
element of maximal length in W. 
We show w ~ w' implies w -I w'. We do this by reverse induction on l(w'). If l(w') = r 
1(5) then w' 5, w = 5 and thus w -I w'. Now let l(w') < r and let a E n be a root such that 
l(O'ocw') l(w/) + 1. Then by Lemma 5.16, either O'\X.W ~ O'ocWI or w ~ O'ocw'. Considering 
each case in turn, 











• O'OCw :;; O'OCw ' :::} O'OCw -j O'ocw ' (by the inductive hypothesis) which by P2 implies either 
w -j O'ocw' (see the previolls case) or w -j w'. 
We show w -j Wi implies w :;; w'. We use induction on l(w). If l(w) = 0 then w = e = Wi 
and sow:;; Wi. Now let l(w) > 0 and let <X be an element ofD such that l(O'ocw) = l{w) 1. 
Then by P2 either O'ocW -j Wi or O'ocW -j O'ocWI. Considering each in turn, 
• O'ocW -j Wi:::} O'ocW :;; Wi (by the inductive hypothesis), implying w :;; Wi. 
• O'ocW -j O'ocWI :::} O'ocW :;; O'ocWI :::} w :;; Wi by Corollary 5.17 .• 
Proposition 5.19 Let w E W with reduced decomposition 0' OCI '" IT OCt . 
(aJ If 1 :;; il < i2 < ... < ik :;; land 
Wi 
then w :;; Wi, 
(b) If w < Wi, then Wi can be represented in the form (24) for some indf'-xing set {1j}. 
(c) If w -1 Wi, then there is a unique index i, 1 :;; i :;; l, such that 
(24) 
(25) 
Proof. First we prove (c). Let w -1 Wi. Then by Lemma 5.12 there is at least one index i 
for which (25) holds. Now suppose (25) holds for two indices i, j, i < j. Then IT<Xi II .,' IT!Xj = 
0'<Xi ••• 0' IX;-I' Then 
0'<Xi ••• O'IX; = IT<Xi 11 ••• O'IXj_l' 
contradicting the assumption that the decomposition w = 0' OCl ... 0' OCt is reduced. 
(b) follows immediately from (c) after noting that the decomposition (25) is reduced. 
We prove (a) by induction on L There are two cases: 
• il > l. Then by the inductive hypothesis Wi;;::: IToc2 '" IT<Xi' that is, Wi;;::: O'OCI W > w. 
• i 1 = 1. Then again by inductive hypothesis, IT OCI Wi 0' <Xi 2 ••• IT <Xi
k 
;;::: 0' OCI W IT OCl ... IT oct • 
So by Corollary 5.17, w :;; Wi, • 
Definition 5.20 Given a quadmple (Wl' W2, W3,W4) of elements ofW we say we have a square 




We state the following two lemmas, proofs can be found in [31]. 
Lemma 5.21 Let Wl, W2 E Wand l(Wl) - 2 = l(W2)' Then the number of elements Wi E W 
such that Wl -1 w' -1 W2 is either two or zero .• 
Lemma 5.22 Given any Wl, W2 E W such that Wl -1 W2 we can assign numbers S(Wl, W2) = 












5.3 Homology of Lie algebras 
In this section we construct a resolution dual to the de Rham complex on the homogeneous 
space G/B, where G is a Lie group with Lie algebra £1 and B is the subgroup corresponding 
to the subalgebra b. Our notation is highly suggestive, however in the beginning £1 and b are 
arbitrary, although we will specialise to a semi-simple £1 with Borel sub algebra b later on. 
Before going any further, we state without proof a theorem and one of its corollaries which 
we will use repeatedly in this section, see [34] 
Theorem 5.23 Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt. Let {Xi}iEA be a basis for £1, and suppose a linear 
ordering has been imposed on A. Then the set of monomials 
for il < ... < in and;k;::: 0 form a basis for U(g). In particular £1 U(g) is an imbedding .• 
Corollary 5.24 U(g) has a natural filtration which it inherits from the tensor algebra T(g) = 
El1~=o g®n. The associated graded algebra, gr U(g) El1~=0 U(g)n/U(g)n-l is canonically iso-
morphic to Sym(g), the symmetric algebra on the vector space £1, as a £I-module .• 
Now we give a brief summary of Lie algebra homology loosely following [42] interspersed 
with results from [31]. Assume throughout that £1 is finite dimensional. Define 
k 
Ek(g) = U(g) 0/\ g. 
and use this to construct the Chevalley-Eilenberg complex (see [10D, 
£0 () d ( d OrCt-=-EOg t-El g)t- ... 
where eo is the augmentation map sending L(g) to zero - ie sending elements of U(g) to their 
constant term and 
k 
d(u0Xl !\ ... !\Xk) LJ-1)i+luXi0xl !\ ... !\~i!\ ... !\Xk 
i=l 
+ L (-1 )i+jU0 [Xi, Xj]!\ Xl!\ ... !\ ~i!\."!\ "j!\ ... !\ Xk· 
l::;i<j::;k 
Now given a finite dimensional right £I-module X, we construct the following chain complex 
• 
X0 E.(g) = X0/\g, 
U(g) 
and define the homology of £1 with coefficients in the module X, H. (£1, X), to be the homology 
groups of this chain complex. There are two special cases of particular importance. The first 
is when X is the trivial representation C. In this case we write H.(g) and refer to this as the 











The second case is the Koszul complex. Notice that the symmetric algebra Sym(g) inherits 
a bilinear map, the Poisson map. This is denoted by 
{-,-}: Sym(g) 0Sym(g) -) Sym(g) 
and is defined inductively by the condition that it be a derivation, and that {x, y} [x, y] for x 
and y in g. We then have a g-module structure on the symmetric algebra given by X· f = {x, fl. 
The Koszul complex is defined as 
Sym-(g) (8) £_(g). 
U(9) 
It is proven in Loday [36] that 
Hn ( S -()) = { C if n 0, 
g, ym 9 0 otherwise. 
There is an alternate construction which can be used to calculate the homology of a Lie 
algebra g, with coefficients in the module X. We need to be able to find an exact sequence of 
g-modules Ci free over U(g) as follows 
C dl C dz Ot-Xt- o~ If--.=- ••• 
Now we take any other g-module Y, and construct the complex 
d' d' o -) Hom9 ( Co, Yl --4 Hom9 ( C 1, Y) ---4 ... , 
then define Exti(X,Y) = kerd1+dimd{. Now let t: U(g) -) U(g) be the anti-automorphism 
characterised by tlg : U H -u. Denote by xt the right U(g)-module with underlying space X 
and right U(g) action given by 
X· u = t(u) . x for x E X and u E U(g). 
We now construct a complex 
9 9 
and define Toq(Y\ Xl = ker dil im df+ l' The following facts are proved in [42] 
1. The groups Tori(Y\ X) and Exti(X, Y) are independent of the choice of resolution. 
2. If we define X* to be the vector space dual of X, ie HomdX, q then 
[Exti(X, Yl] * Tori(Y*, Xl 
Tori(Y*, X) = TOfi (xt, (ytl*) . 
As shown in [42], Hi(g, Xl = Exti(C, Xl. 
The Chevalley-Eilenberg complex is generalized in [31]. Take a sub algebra b of g. Then 











action of b on g/b. This then extencl'l uniquely to the exterior algebra I\(g/b). N(g/b) is a 
b-submodule of Ng/b), and from it induce the g-module 
k 
Ok = U(g) 01\(g/b). 
U(b) 
For k > 0 define a linear map Ok ~ Ok-l generalising d above as follows: given Xl, ... , Xk E 
g/b fix representatives !Jl ... !Jk E g. Then for all x E U(g), 
k 
dk(X\19 Xl/\ ... /\ Xk) = IJ -1 )i+l (X'~Ii.) \l9Xl/\"'/\ ~i /\ ... /\ Xk 
i=l 
+ I. (-1 )i.+5x \l91t([!Ji, !Jj]) /\ Xl/\ ... /\ ~i /\ .•. /\ ~j /\ ... /\ Xk, 
l::;i<j::;k 
where 1t: 9 -1 g/b is projection. dk a is well-defined g-module map. eo: Do -1 C is defined as 
before. 
We have constructed a sequence V(g, b) of g-modules and g-morphisms 
We claim 
Theorem 5.25 The sequence V(g, b) is exact. 
Proof. We show this by first defining a filtration in V(g, b). We write A E O~) if A E Ok can 
be written 
A = I. Ci(Xi \19 xu/\ ... /\ Xik), 
i 
where Ci E C, Xi E U(g), Xij E g/b and deg(xt} :51- k for all i. 
It is clear that this filtration is preserved by the dk'S and so to prove the theorem it is sufficient 
to prove that for all 1 
d(t) del) 
Of-- M(l) f-- Ogl/og-l) r!- 0\1)/0~1-1) t2- ... 
is exact. We define M (0) := C and M (1) := 0 for 1 > O. It is a consequence of Corollary 5.24 
of the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt Theorem that the universal enveloping algebra is a symmetric 
algebra up to grading and so we have O~) /O~-l) ~ Sym1-k(g/b) ® I\k(g/b). The operator 
d (l) • 0(1)/0(1-1) 0(1) /0(1-1) k' k k -1 k-l k-l 
is given by the formula 
k 












where we have stripped out the second term as a result of quotienting out the grading. This 
implies that the complex Gr V(g, b) 
Of- C f- EB o~t) log-I) f- EB O\t) 10\t-1) f- .. , 
t t 
is isomorphic to an augmentation of the Koszul complex of the vector space g/b. So we have 
that Gr V(g/b) is exact everywhere, implying that each of the direct summands is an exact 
complex and so V(g, b) is exact .• 
Proposition 5.26 Let band n- be subalgebras of 9 such that g = bED n- as a vector space. 
Then V(g, b) ~ V(n-) as a complex ofU(g)-modules. 
Proof. We define a morphism of complexes Q:>: V(n-) -) V(g, b) by 
Q:>k(X ®Xl ;\ Xl ;\ ... ;\ Xk) X ®Xl ;\ ... ;\ Xk, 
for X E U(n-), Xi E n- and Xi the image of Xi in g/b. By the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem 
we have an isomorphism. • 
The proposition is important because it implies the following: 
given a sub algebra b of gj if there exists a complementary sub algebra then the action of b on 
V(b) can be extended to the whole of g. The extension depends on the choice of complementary 
subalgebra. 
In the semi-simple case to which we now specialise we set g a semi-simple Lie algebra. We 
pick out the distinguished subalgebra b, the Borel subalgebra. 
Lemma 5.27 Let X be a b-module and define X9 = U(g) Q9U(b) X. The mapping X H X9 is an 
exact functor from the category of b-modules to the category of g-module.'1. 
Proof. By the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem U(g) and Sym(g) are isomorphic as vector 
spaces. Thus we have a vector space isomorphism 
given by multiplication. This shows that U(g) is a free U(b)-module, and so the functor is 
exact .• 
Corollary 5.28 Let X E C be a finite dimensional b-module, and set '1'(X) = {Q:> + p} where Q:> 
runs through the weights of X with multiplicities. Then X9 is of type '1'(X). 
Proof. By Lie's theorem any irreducible b-module is one dimensional. Let V be a one dimen-
sional b-module with Hv = Q:>(H)v and n acting trivially. Then U(g) Q9U(b) V is the Verma 
module V( Q:> + p) and so the corollary follows after breaking X down into its irreducible compo-
nents .• 
We now wish to study the modules Ok. Firstly from the above Corollary, Dk is of type 
'1'( A k(g/b)). Now specialise to the subcomplex of V(g, b) consisting of the zero eigenvalues 











follows from Corollary 5.8 that (Ok)(O) is of type [1J1( A k(g, b))] (0)' We need to understand the 
structure of this set. 
Let <D be a subset of,1. Set (<D) = LYE<D Y' Now the weights of g/b are,1- so the weights 
of A k(g, b) (with multiplicities) coincide with the collection of weights of the form -(<D) for all 
<D C ,1+ with I<DI k. Therefore (see Corollary 5.4), 
k 
[1J1(!\(g,bJ)](0l = {& E,1I&-p}n{p-(<D) I<D c ,1+, I<DI =k} 
= {p - (<D) 1 <D c ,1+, 1 <D 1 = k, (p - 1 <D I) - p} 
Remembering Equation (20), we prove the following lemma, 
Lemma 5.29 Let WE W, <D C ,1+. Then p -wp = (<D) iJJ<D = <Dw. 
Proof. Assume that p - wp = (CD). We will show that <1) = CD w. The converse follows 
automatically. Using induction on lew) we have for lew) = 0 that w = e and so the lemma is 
obvious. Now let 1(w) = k > O. Choose (X E n so that w ~ CTocW or in other words (Lemma 
5.14) (X E <Dw. Then 
(CToc<Dw) = CTocP CTocWP = P - CTocWP - (X. 
<1) c,1+ implies that (X ti. CToc<1) since either (X E <1), in which case it is sent to -(Xj or it was not 
in the set to begin with, and the only element that CToc sends to (X is -(X. 
Therefore we have 
p - (CTocW)p = (CToc<D) + (X = (CToc<D U{(X}). 
Assume (X ti. <D. Then CTa,<D U {(X} c ,1+ and by the inductive hypothesis <D{fQlW = CTa,<D U{(X} and 
so (X E <D{fQlw, Thus (Lemma 5.14) CTa,W -t W - a contradiction and thus (X E <D. 
If we set <D-{(X} = <D' then p-CTa,WP (CTa,<D') and CTa,<D' C ,1+. By the inductive hypothesis 
<D{fQlW = CTa,<D', so <D = CTa,<D{fQlwU{(X}. By definition CTa,<D(f",W U {(X} = CTa,(,1+n CTa,.W,1-) U{(X} = 
<Dw and we are done .• 
An immediate consequence of Lemma 5.29 is 
k 
[1J1(!\(g,b))](0) {p-(<D)I<Dc,1+, 1<DI=k, (p-I<DIl-p} 
= {wp Il(w) k} 
or in other words 
Proposition 5.30 Let 1J1k = {wp I L(w) = k}. Then (Ok}eO) is of type 1J1k .• 
5.4 The weak Bernstein-Gel'fand-Gel'fand Resolution 
Now we come to one of our main theorems, the construction and proof of exactness of the weak 
BGG resolution. The weak BGG resolution provides a free resolution of a simple g-module by 
modules which have nice filtrations. The strong BGG resolution - the proof of which uses the 











Theorem 5.31 Weak Bernstein-Gel'fand-Gel'fand Resolution. 
Let X be a simple finite dimensional g-module with highest weight A. Then there exists an exact 
sequence of U(g)-modules 
Of-X f- D~ f- ... f- D~ f- 0 
where s = dim n- and D~ is a module of type 'l!k(A) = {W(A + p) I t(w) = k}. 
Remark. The weak BGG resolution is a generalisation of Proposition 5.30. This gives a reso-
lution of the trivialg-module C by the modules (Dk)(O), which are of type {wp I t(w) = k}. 
Proof. By applying the Casimir operator to the complex V(g, b) and focusing on the zero 
eigenvalues we obtain the complex V(g, b)(o) which is the recquired exact sequence for the case 
X = C, the trivial representation. 
In general consider the exact sequence D~ ®iC X and define 
D~ = (D~0X)(C,d' 
We shall prove that the sequence 
Of-X f- D~ f- Df f- ... 
satifies the conditions of the theorem. Exactness follows since the tensor product and the map 
X H X(c) are exact functors since vector spaces are projective and by Proposition 5.7. The 
proof then comes down to the following two lemmas. 
Lemma 5.32 Let X E 1)*, X be a finite dimensional g-module. Set 'I! = {A + xl where A runs 
through the weights of X with multiplicities. Then V(X) ® X is of type 'I!. 
Proof. Let e], ... , ek be a basis in X of weight vectors with weights A], ... , Ak. Number 
the vectors so that Ai < Aj implies i > j. Set ai = fx ® ei E V(X) ® X and define Xli) = 
U(g)( aI, ... ,ai). This is a filtration of X. It will suffice to show that 
Xli) /X(i-l) = V(Ai + X) and X(k) = V(X) ®X. 
We denote by iii the image of ai in Xli)/X(i-l). By construction this generates X(i)/Xli- 1) 
with weight X + Ai - p and is a highest weight vector. Thus Xli) = U(n-)(al,"" at)· We will 
complete the proof by showing Xli) is a free U( n-)-module generated by aI, ... , at· 
Given Xj E U(n-) for each j = 1, ... , i consider 1:.;=1 Xjaj = 1:.;=1 Xjfx ® ej Since V(X) is 
free on U(n-) we obtain xjfx = fj for some fj E V(X) and so 
i i 
L. xjaj = L. fj ® ej -I 0 
j=1 ;=1 
and so Xli) /Xli-I) is a free U(n-)-module with generator iii or in other words Xli) /X(i-l) ~ 
V(X + Ad. From this it follows that Xli) is a free U(n-)-module generated by aJ, ... , ai· It is 
also clear that X(k] = V(X) ® x .• 
From this it follows that D~ ® X is of type 
'I! = {Ai +wp I Ai are the weights of X with multiplicities, l(w) = k}. 











Lemma 5.33 Let X be a finite dimensional simple g-module with highest weight A. Then for 
each W E W there exists exactly one weight J.l for X such that J.l + wp ~ A + p. J.l ha.~ multiplicity 
one. 
Proof. Existence is obvious. Now given J.l a weight of X with w, WI E W such that WI (J.l+wp) = 
A + P we will show uniqueness. 
Firstly WI J.l ::; A since A is a highest weight vector for X and the roots of X are closed under 
the action of W. Also by definition of p it follows that WIWP ::; P so WIJ.l = A and WIWP = p. 
Thus WI = w-l and J.l = WA. 
J.l has multiplicity one since this is the multiplicity of A .• 
We finish off this section with an application of the weak BGG resolution. We prove a 
theorem of Bott's [5] which we will use later to prove the exactness of the BGG resolution. 
Corollary 5.34 Bott. Let X be a simple finite dimen.9ional g-module. Then 
dimHi(n-,X) =cardW(il. 
Proof. We know 
We now construct the resolution for the module X I = (xt)*. We have proven the exactness of 
the resolution . (c iO\) dl ( C iO\) dz o b Xl b 0 0 \01 Xl r'- 0 1 \OIXI ~ ... 
[CAl (cA) 
and we know that it is a free resolution over U(n-) since each O~ U(g) ®U(b) 1\ k(gjb) is 
free over U( n-) by construction. Torr (C, Xl) will be the ith homology group of the complex 
It is clear that C ®n- D~l = D~l jn-O~l. 0~1 is of type {W(A + p) Il(w) = k} and so 
O~ljn-D~l is a finite dimensional vector space with weight space decomposition under I) given 
by the weights W(A + p) for W E W(k), where each weight occurs with multiplicty one. 
Thus dimC®n- D~' = cardW(k). The maps dk are null maps since they are g-maps, and 
so map weight spaces onto each other .• 
5.5 The Bernstein-Gel'fand-Gel'fand Resolution 
We move immediately onto the proof of the strong Bernstein-Gel'fand-Gel'fand resolution. We 
start by describing the modules and the maps involved. Given a simple finite dimensional 
g-module X of highest weight A construct the following exact sequence of g-modules: 
ObX~V(A+p)~ E9 V(W(A+p)) ... ~ E9 V(W(A+ p)) b 0 (26) 











This is clearly a strengthening of the weak BGG resolution, since these modules are of the 
recquired type, and have the additional property that instead of having a mere Jordan-Holder 
decomposition into the recquired highest weight modules, they have a direct sum decomposition 
into Verma modules. 
The map €o is defined to be the natural surjection of V(::\ + p) onto an irreducible repre-
sentation of highest weight ::\. We now construct the maps dk . By Theorem 5.10 we can think 
of V(w(::\ + p)) as a submodule of V(::\ + p) and any mapping V(WI (::\ + p)) -t V(W2(::\ + p)) 
is a multiple of the canonical embedding for WI < W2, and so can be represented as a complex 
number CW1 Wz' So any map 
E9 V(w(::\+p)) -t E9 V(w(::\+p)) 
WEW(k-l) 
can be represented by a matrix (CW1WZ )' WI E W(k) and W2 E W(k-l). Thus we need to define 
matrices (d~: Wz) so that the sequence is exact. 
To do this we use Definition 5.20 and Lemma 5.22. We assign numbers to each quadruple 
as the Lemma shows us we can, and the we define the matrices (d~; wz) as 
d(k) _ { S(Wl' W2) if WI -t W2 
WI Wz - 0 otherwise. (27) 
Theorem 5.35 Bernstein-Gel'fand-Gel'fand Resolution. 
The resolution constructed in (26) with maps given by (27) is exact. 
Proof. We start by showing dt 0 di+l = O. We restrict to individual summands, and by Lemma 
5.21 there are two cases. Either there is no map, or there are two maps which cancel by Lemma 
5.22. 
Exactness at X is equivalent to surjectivity and is clear. 
The kernel of the surjection V(::\ + p) -t X is generated by highest weight vectors of the form 
f~+p)(Hd+l . fMp for (X E TI, [28]. This has weight sO(,(::\+ p) - p and so the kernel of this map is 
generated by weight vectors of this form, ie the kernel is EB
WE
W(1) V(w(::\ + p)). Thus we have 
exactness at V(::\ + p). 
AIl that remains is to prove that K ker dt = im dt+ 1. To do this we use three lemmas. 
Lemma 5.36 Let X be a free U(n-)-module with generators VI ••• Vn and n : X -t K a U(n-)-
map such that n(Vi) is a weight vector in K with respect to~. Then n is a surjection iff the 
induced map fi : X/n-X -t K/n-K is surjective. 
Proof. The forward implication is clear. For the converse assume fi is surjective and n is not. 
Since K E C it follows that given any weight W E ~* there are only finitely many weights W' > W 
with K"" i {OJ and so we can find a weight vector f such that 
1. f ¢ imn. 
2. any vector f' with weight W' > W belongs to ill n. 
Let f be the image of fin K/n-K. Then f = L Ctfi(vt). n-K is invariant under ~ so there is 
a natural action of ~ on n-K, From this it follows we can assume Ci = 0 for all i such that the 
weight of fi(vt) is greater than W by choice of f, and also when the weight is less than W, since 
we have control over this when choosing f. 
Now 9 = f- L ctn(Vt) is a weight vector in n-K, so 9 = L
Y
E6 1 E_ygy where 9y has weight 











Lemma 5.37 The map 
[ E9 V(W(A+p))]/n-[ E9 V(W(A+p))]--;K/n-K 
weW[i II) wEW(llll 
is an injection. 
Proof. The source of the map is a vector space with basis {fwxlw E W(i+ll}. Since di+1 com-
mutes with IJ and the basis vectors all have different weights it suffices to show that di+1 (fwx) f- 0 
for all wE W(i+1l. 
We start by looking at the structure of K. Recalling the weak BGG resolution we have 
U JH [V (W(A + p))] JH ( E9 V(w(A+ P))) . 
WEW(lJ weW(lJ 
Since at each term the two sequences have identical Jordan-HOlder decompositions and by 
exactness of both resolutions up to i - 1 it follows that JH( K) JH (ker Dr -t D~ I)' By 
exactness of the weak BGG resolution the second kernel is equal to the image of Oft-I and so 
JH(ker Dr -t O~I) C JH(Dft-I) = U JH [V (W(A + p))] 
weW(l) 
which implies the irreducible modules which arise in the Jordan-Holder decomposition of K are 
of the form R (W(A + p)) for t(w) > i. 
To complete the lemma we show that given a g-module X in C with t(w) 2 t(wo) for all 
R(WA) in JH(X), it follows that for a map V(WoA) X with -r(fWOA) f- 0 that the image of 
-r(fWOA) f- 0 in X/n-X is not zero. 
Applying this to the case X = K completes the proof. 
We use induction on the number of elements in JH(X). 
Let v1/> be an element of X of maximal weight 11> - p, and let Y be the submodule of X generated 
by v1/>' There are two cases: 
• -r(fWOA) E Y. This implies 
R(WOA) c JH(Y) c JH(V(1I>)), 
the first inclusion by the condition on the case, and the second by construction of Y. So by 
Theorem 5.11, 11> = WIA for some WI 2 WOo But we also know that 
R( 11» c JH(Y) c JH(X), 
since Y is a submodule of X generated by a vector of weight 11> - p .. But now we have WI 2 Wo 
and t(WI) 2 t(wo), so that Wo WI. Thus 11> - p = WoA P is the maximal weight of X and 
-r(fWOA) ~ n-X since it has weight 11> - p . 













dim [ E9 V (w(;\ + P))] /n- [ E9 V (w(;\ + P))] = dim K/n-K < 00 
WEWfil WEWfl) 
Proof. Since K is a module in our category C, we know that K/n-K is finite dimensional. Let 
f], ... , fn be elements of K such that their images form a basis for K/n-K. Let C be the free 
U(n-)-module generated by nelements, 9]' ... , 9n and define a U(n-)-map i1 : C -t K: 9i H f i . 
By Lemma 5.36 this is surjective. 
Now consider the exact sequence 
Ot-Xt-V(;\+p)t- ... t- E9 V(w(;\+p))tc 
WEW(!) 
of U(n-)-modules. Since all the terms in the sequence (excepting X) are free U(n-)-modules 
this sequence can be augmented to a free resolution of X: 
Ot-Xt-V(;\+p)t- ... t- E9 V(w(;\+p))tC~Dlt-D2t- ... 
WEWft ) 
Given a U(n-)-module M, let M denote 1 ®U(n-) M = M/n-M. Now consider the sequence 
By definition, Torr = (C, X) = ker.a / im fj. If we can show that .a and fj are null maps then as 
an immediate consequence we have 
dim Torr (C,X) = dim C = dim K/n-K 
and by Bott's Theorem, Corollary 5.34, we know 
dimTorr cardW(i) dim [ E9 V(w(;\+p))/n- E9 V(W(;\+P))] 
WEW(!) WEW(i) 
and we are done. 
We have the exact sequence 
which after quotienting results in 
By construction .a is an isomorphism forcing fj to be zero. 
We also have the exact sequence 












and quotienting again we obtain 
Where by Ki-l we mean ker di-l = im di. by the inductive hypothesis. By Lemma 5.37 di. is an 











6 The Borel-Weil-Bott Theorem 
The Borel-Weil-Bott theorem was originally proved by Borel and Well [39] (with exposition 
by Serre), and then extended by Bott, [5]. This section proves the theorem for an arbitrary 
semisimple Lie group, generalising the results of §3 - in particular Proposition 4.8. We follow 
[2), and [14] - a drastic simplification of an earlier paper [11]. 
The plan of the proof is to study the special case of complex projective space, SL2 C/B, and 
then extend this to other semisimple algebras using their structure theory - which tells us they 
can be thought of as a collection of representations of SL2 C strung together. This proves the 
Bott Vanishing theorem. For the purposes of this section F will refer to some sheaf, rather than 
the flag manifold G IP. 
We start by looking at the sheaf cohomology of pI following [32] (see also [21]). First we 
need some elementary facts from algebraic geometry. A space is affine if it is of the form Spec A 
for A a finitely generated k-algebra with no nilpotents. In our case k = C. For example Cn ha..<J 
corresponding ring C[X It .•. , XnJ and O{X JJ = {x E Cn , Xl (x) # O} has ring C[X" ... ,XnJ(Xd = 
C [X I , XlI, X 2, ... , XnJ. A map f : X -t Y between algebraic varieties is affine if there is an open 
cover of Y such that the inverse images of the opens are affines. 
We are mostly interested in sheaves defined on algebraic varieties, specifically quasi-coherent 
sheaves. These are sheaves which are given locally by generators and relations. We say a sheaf 
is coherent if the generators and relations can be finitely listed. A locally free coherent sheaf 
(where there are no relations) corresponds to a finite rank vector bundle. We have two results 
regarding sheaves on affines which we will use, see [32]: 
1. If X is an affine variety and F is a quasi-coherent sheaf then Hi.(X, F) = 0 for i > O. 
2. If f : X -t Y is an affine map, and F a quasi-coherent Ox-module then for all i there is 
an isomorphism 
Lemma 6.1 The following hold: 
1. HO(C2 -{O},OO) = c[x, Y] 
2. H I (C2 _{O},Oo) =E!1oc,I3S_1CXexy13 as aC[X,Y]-module. 
Proof. Given sheaf F and an open set U, define uF by uF{V) = F(U n V). uF is then a 
sheaf, and using this we construct the exact sequence 
o -t 0C2-{O} -tD(YJ 0C2-{ol-t EB OC-fOly13 -t 0 
I3S-1 
This is exact, since the sheaf restricted to O(Y) is localised, and quotienting out by the original 
sheaf leaves only the terms with Y to a negative power. O(Y) is affine and the inclusion of D(Y) 
in C2 - {OJ is affine, so we have 
for i > O. Thus the middle sheaf has vanishing higher cohomology, and clearly its section is 











HO (C2 - {O}, 0(;2) is the kernel of the map E:, which sends non-negative powers of Y to zero. 
H I (C2 - {O}, 0(;2) is the cokernel of this map .• 
Vector bundles correspond to locally free coherent sheaves, and we need to know which 
sheaves correspond to the line bundles OlP'n (d) before continuing. Let p = (0, ... ,0, 1) E jpln+l 
and consider the projection 
n; IPn+1 - {p} --+lPn : (Xo, ... , Xn+1) H (Xo, ... , Xn) 
The inverse image of the affine open O(Xi) is O(Xi ) x C with transition functions 'Vij = ~. 
This thus determines a line bundle. Now the inverse image of a point (Xo, ... , Xn) is the line 
{(AX 1 , ••• , AXn , 1) I A E C}. Thus this line bundle is isomorphic to 0lP'1 (1 ). :From this it is clear 
( XXi') d. that dth tensor power of this will be the line bundle with transition functions 'Vij ......... 
Define a sheaf of Opn-modules .1"( d) by 
r(U,.1"(d)) = { algebraic functions f on n-I(U) such that f(AX) = Adf(X) for all X E n-1(U)}. 
Restricting to affine patches O(Xd there is an isomorphism between r (O(Xd,.1"(d)) and r (O(Xi ), Opn) 
which we now construct. The map n: n-IO(Xi) -4 O(Xi) can be written in coordinates as 
(
Xl Xn) 
(Xo, ... ,Xn) H X
o
'"'' Xo . 
Given f E r(O(Xi),OlP'n) define f on n-1 (O(Xi)) by 
f(Xo, ... ,Xn) = Xgf (~~, ... , ~:) , 
and going the other way, given an f, define f as 
(





This defines an isomorphism. The transition functions for .1"( d) are clearlY'Vij = (~) d and so 
.1"(d) is the sheaf of algebraic sections of OlP'n (d), 
Proposition 6.2 The following hold, 
1. HO (1P1, OlP'd d)) = C[X, Y]deg d 
2. HI (1P1, Op1 (d)) = C[X-l ,y-IJX-IYciei d 
Proof. Consider the affine projection <p: C2 -{OJ --+ 1P1. The image <p*0(;2-fO} will be all ho-
mogeneous functions defined on lPn, This can be broken down into the direct sum Et1dEZ Op! (d)' 
So Hi (1P1, OlP'd d)) is the term of degree din Hi(C2 - {OJ, 0(;2) .• 
Theorem 6.3 Leray-Hirsch. [6}. Let £ be a fiber bundle over B with fiber F. Suppose B is 
compact (this can be weakened). If there are global cohomology classes el,.· . ,er on £ which 
when restricted to each fiber freely generate the cohomology of the fiber, then H * ( £) is a free 
module over H*(B) with basis {el,"" er}, thus 











Now we are ready to prove Bott's theorem. Let G be a simply connected complex semi-
simple Lie group. Since G is simply connected, characters of the maximal torus are in 1 - 1 
correspondence with algebraically integral elements of ~*. Since characters on B have triv-
ial restriction to the nilpotent subgroup N, we thus have that characters on B are in 1 - 1 
correspondence with integral elements of ~*. 
Given a simple root a E n let ga be the subalgebra of 9 generated by "a, lJa and ha as in 
§2.1. Then let pa denote the parabolic subalgebra of 9 generated by b and ga. We denote by 
pa the parabolic subgroup of G corresponding to pa. 
If (T, V) is a representation of B, then let V denote the corresponding homogeneous vector 
bundle over G jB, as constructed in §4.2. 
Lemma 6.4 Let T : B -I GL(V) be a representation of Band I-L a character of B. If T can be 
extended to a representation of pa in V and if (a v, I-L) = - 1 then 
Hi (GjB, V ® 'c(I-L)) = 0 for all i 
Proof. The fibers of the projection GjB -I GjPa are copies of the projective line JJll 1. We 
will show in the next section that the cohomology of the fibers is generated freely by the 
restriction of cohomology classes of GjB. By a generalisation of the Leray-Hirsch theorem to 
sheaf cohomology it follows that 
H* (GjB, V ® ,C(I-L)) = H* (Gjpa,?'t* V ® ,C(I-L)) ® H* (BjP'\ i*V ® ,C(I-L)) 
and so by Proposition 6.2, H* (BjPa, i*V ® 'c(I-L)) is zero; or alternatively we can use [23] Corol-
laire 7.9.9 for the same result .• 
Let a be a simple root, and' E 1)* such that (aV ,') ;::: O. Then there is a representation 
pa -I GL(VA,a) which has the following weight space decomposition: VA,a is a direct sum of 
one dimensional weight spaces of weight ',' - a, ... ) sa('). Let lA be the B-module given by 
the weight '; then lA and lS,,(A) are respectively quotient and subobjects of VA,a' Depending 
on (a v, ') there is an exact sequence 
0-10 -I VA, a -I l A -I 0 if (aV, ') = 0, 
0-1 lS,,(A) -I V, -IlA -I 0 if (aV ') = 1 
I\,Ct " 
o -Ils«(A) -I K -I VA-c:x,oc -10 if (aV ,') ;::: 2. 
In the last exact sequence, the B-module K has weight spaces with weights' - a, ... ,Sa(') + 
a, sa('). We deduce the 
Theorem 6.5 Let a be a simple root and' E 1)* such that (aV " + p) ;::: O. Then there exist 
G-module isomorphisms 
(28) 
Proof. There are three cases. First if (a v" + p) ;::: 2 then construct exact sequences of 
B-modules 
o -I K -I V)..+p,a -I l A+P -I 0 and 











where we can see K occurs in both sequence by looking at corresponding weight structures. 
From this we get exact sequences of G-bundles on G/B taking the corresponding sheaves and 
tensoring with the line blmdle £, -p: 
o -t X -t VA+p,<X. ® £, -P -t £,A -t 0 
o -t £,s",(Mp)-p -t X -t VMp-<X,<X. ® £, -p -t O. 
Since the cohomology of VMp,<X. ® £, -p vanishes, looking at the long exact sequences we have 
o -t Hi (G/B, £,A) -t Ht+l (G/B,X) -t 0 
o -t Hi ( G/B, £,S",(MP)-P) -t Hi. (G/B, X) -t 0 
and so the desired isomorphism follows. In the cases where (aY, A + p) 0 or 1, the result 
follows easily from the exact sequence.."l given before the theorem. • 
Corollary 6.6 Let A E 1)* with A + p dominant integral. Ifw E W has length n = l(w), then 
Hi(G/B,£,A) and Hn+i (G/B, £,w(Mp)-p) are isomorphic as G-modules .• 
Theorem 6.7 Bott. 
(a) If A dominant integral then Hi(G/B,£,A) = 0 fori> O. 
(b) If there exists a root a with (aV,A + p) = 0 then Hi(G/B,£,A) = 0 for all i. 
(c) If not, Hi(G/B, £,A) #- 0 for exactly one i. Write A w(J.1. + p) - p with W E Wand 
J.1. dominant integral; then Hi(G/B,£,A) = 0 for i #- l(w) and Hl(W)(G/B,£,A) is isomorphic to 
HO(G/B,£'!.l) as a G-module. 
Proof. Let 8 be the unique bottom element of the Weyl group, with maximal length. Then 
1(8) = dimG/B and so by Corollary 6.6 Hi(G/B,£,A) is isomorphic to Hl(sl+i (G/B,£,S(A+p)-P) 
and this is equal to zero for i > O. 
For (b), write a = W . j3 for j3 simple. Then 
(av,A+p) = \(w, j3)V,A+P) = \j3V,W(A+P)) =0 
and so (j3v,W(A+ p) - p) = -1. Then from the Lemma 6.4 
Hi ( G/B, £,A) HH1(w) ( G/B, £, W(MP)-P) = O. 
The final part is an immediate consequence of the first and Corollary 6.6 .• 
Now we reach our goal, 
Theorem 6.8 Borel-Weil. Let G be a simply-connected complex semi-simple Lie group, and 
B a Borel subgroup. Suppose A E 1)* is an integral weight for G. 
(a) If there exists a root a such that (a v, A + p) = 0 then 
H1.( G/B, £,A) = 0 for all i. 
(b) Otherwise we have the following G -module isomorphism, 
H1(w)(G/B, £,A) ::::: R (W(A + p)) 











Proof. Part (a) is already proven. For part (b), all that is recquired is to show that for a 
dominant integral weight A, HO(G/B,.c/') :::::: R(A + p), recalling that R(A + p) is the irreducible 
representation of G of highest weight A. The rest follows from Bott's theorem. 
We previously constructed the line bundle .c/' in §4.1 as a pullback of the canonical bun-
dle on a projective space. In more detail, we showed that G/P embeds in IF*(W) for W an 
irreducible representation with highest weight vector A, W* an irreducible representation with 
corresponding lowest weight VA' In the case we are considering, where (orY, A) =1= 0 for all roots 
IX, we have that the stabiliser of VA under the action of G on W* is B, and so we have an 
embedding of G/B into JF*(W). LA is then the pullback of the canonical bundle 0(1) on IF*(W). 
For the purposes of proving Borel-Weil, it is convenient to give a more conceptual construc-
tion of LA, which we do following \19J and [37]. Consider the "tautological" bundle B on G/B, 
where the fiber of B at x, Bx = {z E 9 I Z E bx} where by bx we mean the Borel sub algebra 
of g corresponding to the point x. This is clearly a subbundle of the trivial bundle G/B x g. 
Moreover under the adjoint action of G on g, it is a G-homogeneous space. 
B has a G-subbundle N with fibers given by Nx = nx = [bx, b.xJ. Form the quotient bundle 
11 = BIN. 11 is a trivial bundle on G/B: it is a G-bundle, such that the stabiliser Bx C G 
of a point x E G/B acts trivially on 11x. Since G/B is a projective variety, sections of 11 are 
constant, and we obtain the finite dimensional vector space IJ of global sections of 11. This is the 
abstract Cart an algebra of g. Given a Cartan sub algebra IJ' of 9 and a choice of positive roots, 
there is a canonical isomorphism with IJ given by the composition IJ' -7 bx -7 bx/nx = 11x -7 IJ 
where bx is the Borel sub algebra of 9 spanned by IJ and the positive roots, and the final map is 
the inverse of evaluation at a point. 
We also have the dual map IJ* -7 (IJ')*. The line bundle LA is then the line bundle with fiber 
Ax at x E G/B, where Ax is the element of IJ~ corresponding to A E IJ*. This is G-homogeneous 
since the G-action is to give isomorphisms between the fibers over points in G/B, and these 
isomorphisms are how we identify Ax in each fiber. 
Let FA be the irreducible representation of G with highest weight A. We form the trivial 
vector bundle G IB x FA and let :FA denote the sheaf of sections of this bundle. Then 
(29) 
In general, given a G-module X, we can consider it as a B-module. It then has a Jordan-
Holder filtration which translates into a filtration of X - the corresponding (trivial) sheaf - by 
locally free G-homogeneous 0 G/B-modules ofthe form F 1'X IF 1'-1 X isomorphic to the line bundle 
L Vp for some weight '\11' of X. To understand this isomorphism, recall that the quotients obtained 
from the Jordan-Holder filtration are 1-dimensional weight spaces. So the quotient considered 
globally is simply picking a weight at each point of G/B. But this is how we constructed LV. 
Consider the Jordan-Holder decomposition of :FA. The Casimir element acts on sections of 
L Vp as scalar multiplication by Cvp = ('\11' + p, '\11' + p). (Here we have altered notation from §5 
to simplify). 
It can easily be checked that the scalar CA can only occur for sections of LA since it is a 
highest weight. Thus we have a direct sum decomposition of :FA into r invariant su bspaces 
the r-eigensheaf LA, and the rest, denoted E. Cohomology commutes with direct sums, so it 
remains to see that E has no global sections. 
Since HO(:FA) is an irreducible representation of 9 with highest weight A, r will act as scalar 
multiplication by CA on it. Elements of this representation correspond to global sections of 











are global sections of :FA. But sections of £ have the "wrong" action of r, hence cannot exist 
globally .• 
We have not shown our two constructions of /:.;71 coincide. We can now do this with the 
Borel-Wei! theorem under our belts. Let E = HD(G/B,CA), the space of global sections of /:.;71. 
We construct a map 
tE: G/B -1 JP>*(E) 
such that t£.(O (1 )) = CA. This suffices since by Borel-Wei! E is an irreducible representation of 
highest weight 1\. For each point x E G/B, let Ex = {s EEl s(x) = O}; Ex is a hyperplane in E. 
LE is then the map x H Ex. Sections of O( 1) are of the form .L UiZi where the Zi are affine 
coordinates on JP>*(E). These pullback to sections of the form .L UiSi where the Si are sections 
in E. This gives a correspondence between sections of O( 1) and /:.;71, showing we have a pullback. 
We briefly consider some of the consequences of the Borel-Weil Theorem. We start by 
recalling the theory of the first Chern class following [35] and [22]. This theory states that 
given a manifold X, there is an isomorphism between /:';(X), the group of line bundles on X, and 
H2(X, IE). We construct this isomorphism using Cech cohomology. 
A covering U = {Ui}iEI of X is called contractible if Uio ... ik = Uio n ... n U~ is contractible 
for every k and for every k + l-tuple (io, ... , ik) such that Uio,. ... ~ i= 0 - in other words for 
every k-simplex. It is known that every covering has a contractible refinement: 
We consider cohomology with coefficients in an arbitrary quasi-coherent sheaf:F. Define 
C 1 (U,:F) = IT :F(Uac n U~), 
ac<~ 
Ck(U,:F) = IT :F(U(XQ n ... n UOCk )· 
(XQ < .. ·<0Ck 
An element 0' E Ck(U,:F) is referred to as a k-cochain. Define the coboundary operator, 
0: Ck(U,:F) -1 Ck+1(U,:F) by the formula 
k+l 
(00')' . ='(-l)jO' ..... lu n n'l.· 10 , ... ,'-It. IlL 10 , ... ,l.j , ... ,'-k I 1 10 ... "'1 .. 
j=O 
02 = 0 so we can define the cohomology groups Hk(U, :F). If V is a refinement of U then 
there is a homorphism Hk(U,:F) -1 Hk(V,:F). Define the kth Cech cohomology group with 
coefficients in :F of the space X, Hk(X,:F) to be the inductive limit over all coverings of the 
cohomology groups arising from these coverings. 
Thus there is a homomorphism Hk(U,:F) -1 Hk(X,:F) for any covering U. In the special 
case where U is acyclic it turns out (Leray's theorem) that this map is an isomorphism. 
We can re-interpret the group of line bundles on X sheaf-theoretically as follows. If we denote 
by 0* the sheaf of nowhere vanishing holomorphic functions then the transition functions {gac~} 











are writing the abelian sheaf 0* multiplicatively instead of additively. Thus {goct.'Il is a Cech 
cocycle. 
A line bundle L does not trivialise uniquely. Given a collection of nowhere zero holomorphlc 
functions f oc E 0* (Uoc) we can define trivialisations over {U,~J by <P ~ = f oc . <P oc, which results in 
transition functions 
(30) 
This method allows us to produce all alternative trivialisations of L. So two collections of 
transition functions {gocf?>} and {g~(3} result in the same line bundle iff (30) is satisfied. 
We can construct the following exact sequence of sheaves over an arbitrary space X, 
o -t Z -t 0 exp ) 0* -t O. 
If we look at the long exact sequence in the cohomology groups we obtain 
where 5 is the boundary operator which we rename ch1. This map can be explicitly constructed 
as follows, [35]. 
Given any a E C1 (U, Z), it is a cocycle if and only if it satisfies 
akjl - aikl + aijl - aijk = 0 (31) 
for all 3-simplices Uijld. This defines an element [a] E Hl(X, Z) which vanishes if and only if 
there is abE C1(U, Z) such that 
Given a line bundle L over X, let (Ui, SdiEI be a local system for L where U is a contractible 
covering. Since Ui n Uj is simply connected when not empty we can define can define a function 
fij : Ui n Uj -t C given by 
1 
f .. = -logc .. 
lJ 21ti lJ 
where the Cij are the transition functions. If Ui n Uj n Uk i- 0 then since CijCjk = Cik we have 
exp2ni.aijk = 1 where 
aijk = fij + fjk - fik. 
Now aijk is Z-valued and continuous - so it is constant on Uijk thus defining an element of 
C1(U, Z). It is also a cocycle and so defines an element [al E Hl(X, Z) which is independent of 
the choice of logarithm. It turns out that the cohomology class [a] is also independent from the 
choice oflocal system and depends only on the ismorphism class of L in L(X). Thus we have 
explicitly constructed 
ch1 : L(X) -t H1 (X,Z). 
This can be shown, [35], to be a bijection for any paracompact space X. In the case of 











corresponds to the sheaf O. By the Borel-Well theorem this has a trivial higher cohomology 
groups since p is a dominant root, forcing Chl an isomorphism byexactne.'ls. 
Given any vector bundle e 4 G/P we can form a representation of G in the space of sections 
as in the remark after Proposition 4.8. Since G is semi-simple this representation splits into 











7 Cohomology of Flag manifolds 
There is a beautiful and surprising connection between the Weyl group of a complex semi-simple 
Lie group G and the cohomology of the flag manifold:F. Namely the quotient of the algebra 
Sym IJ by the additive subgroup of W-invariant polynomials is isomorphic to H·(:F, Q). This 
was originally proven by Borel [3]. More modern K-theoretic proofs can be found in [1] and 
[19]. We will prove it case by case without resorting to high-powered machinery. 
In addition :F can be partitioned into open cells the Bruhat cells such that the homology 
classes of their closures provide a basis for H·(:F, Z). Thus we have two different approaches to 
studying the cohomology of :F. The aim of this section is to reconcile the them. 
7.1 Borel's theorem 
The main tool in the proof of Borel's theorem is the theory of Chern classes. References for this 
theory are [6J and [15], which we draw on here, or alternatively [38]. We first list some basic 
properties of the Chern classes, and then give a brief sketch of how they are constructed. 
To each complex vector bundle e ~ X there corresponds a cohomology class c(e) E H·(X, Z) 
with the following properties: 
C1. c(e) = 1 + cI(e) + ... + cn(e), where cite) E H2i(X, Z) and cde) = 0 for i > dime. 
C2. (Naturality) Given a map Y ~ X, it follows that f* (c(e)) = c (f*(e)). 
C3. (Whitney formula) Suppose e can be written as a quotient 1'/9. Then we have that 
c(1') = c(e) U c(9) - where U denotes the cup product. 
C4. If we denote by £., the canonical line bundle on JP>( en), then c I (f..,) freely generates 
W (JP>(en),Z) as an algebra. 
C5. If £., and £.,1 are arbitrary line blmdles then CI (£., ® £.,/) = CI (f..,) + c,(U). 
C6. Given a section j..l of a line bundle £." this determines a divisor D = L niDi where each 
Di is an irreducible hypersurface and nt is the order of vanishing of j..l along Dt . We then have 
where (Di) is the cohomology class of the subvariety Di. 
We will typically write the cup product using a dot, since Borel's theorem will show that 
we can think of the cohomology of G/P as a polynomial algebra. 
Proposition 7.1 [27} Let e and l' be vector bundles over a space X. 
(a) If e and l' are isomorphic then cite) = Ci(1') for all i. 
(b) If e is a trivial bundle then Ci( e) = 0 for all i > o. 
(c) If e has rank n and possesses a nowhere zero global section then en ( e) = O. 
Proof. (a) follows by functoriality. For (b) consider the bundle map f, 
e =X X en __ ~~ en 
1 t 
X f • {point x}. 











Finally to prove (c), impose a Hennitian metric on the bundle e. The global section s picks 
out a trivial subbundle ;r of e. Using the metric we obtain a perpindicular subbundle ;rJ... We 
then have 
c(e) = c(;r). c(;rJ..) c(;rJ..) 
by the Whitney fonnula and (b). Since;rJ.. has a lower rank than e, it follows that the top 
Chern class of e is zero. • 
We constructed the first Chern class in §6. Now using the first Chern class we go on to 
construct the higher Chern classes. Again let e ~ X be a vector bundle; with transition maps 
9ocj3 : Uoc n Uf3 -t GLm C. We can form the projective bundle P( e) ~ X as follows: 
at each point x E X let ex denote the fiber over x. The projectivisation has fiber P( ex) at 
the point x, and transition maps 9()(.j3 : Uoc n Uf3 -t PGLm C induced by the 9 ocf3 's. Each point 
in P( e) is a line 1x in the fiber ex. 
The projective bundle pre) is a manifold in its own right - a generalisation of complex 
projective space and it comes equipped with its own canonical vector bundles. We form the 
exact sequence, 
o -t £ -t n-1 e -t Q -t 0 
of vector bundles over pre). We describe each element of the sequence in turn. n-1e is the 
pullback of the vector bundle e under the map n, 
and can be described more explictly as having fiber ex at the point Lx. If we restrict to the fiber 
n-1(x), which we denote by p(e)x, the bundle trivialises 
since ex ~ {x} is a trivial bundle - ie we are pulling back a trivial bundle. 
£, the canonical line bundle, is defined by 
and is a straightforward generalisation of the universal bundle over projective space. The bundle 
Q is the quotient of the pullback bundle by the canonical line bundle. 
Set 1/ = -Cl (..c) = Cl (£ v) where by £ v we mean the dual line bundle to £ satisfying 
£0£ v:::::: pre) x C, the trivial bundle. Then 1/ is a cohomology class in H2(p(e), Z). Restricting 
£ to a fiber P( ex) results in the canonical line bundle on the complex projective space P( ex) and 
so by property C2 it follows that the restriction of -1/ is the Chern class of the canonical line 
bundle on p(ex ). So the cohomology classes 1,1/, ... , 1/n-l are global classes whose restrictions 
to the fibers freely generated their cohomology - property C4. So by the Leray-Hirsch theorem 











Thus we can uniquely write 
lln + Cl(e)lln- 1 + ... + cn(e) = 0 
where q( e) E H li(X). q( e) is defined to be the i th Chern class of e. In the special case where 
n = 1, we have that JPl(e) = X and 11 = -Cl (e) = -Cl (,G) so the definition works. 
Definition 7.2 We define the following, 
1. Let R = Sym ~Q EB Ri be the graded algebra of polynomial functions on lJQ with rational 
coefficients - with Rt the space of homogeneous polynomials of degree i. W acts on R according 
to the rule w· f(h) = f(w-1h). 
2. I is the subring ofW-invariant elements in R, and 
1+ = {f E 11 f(O) = O}. 
3. J is the ideal in R generated by 1 +. 
4. R = R/J. 
Theorem 7.3 Borel. In} We construct a homomorphism (X : R -1 W(G/B,Q). For each 
X E ~i there is a character e E Mor(H, C*) such that e(exp h) = expx(h) for all h E ~. Extend 
this to a character on B by setting e ( n) = 1 for all n EN. e defines a line bundle £, e. Finally 
we define (X(X) = Cl(£,9) E Hl(GjB,Z). Thus (X is a homomorphism of ~i into Hl(G/B,Z) 
which extends naturally. 
It then turns out that ker (X = J, so that 
IX : R/J -1 W ( G /B, Q) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. We prove this case by case. 
(An). Let E be a n dimensional complex vector space. To prove the theorem we construct the 
flag ,rn .... , 1 (E) = F(E) as a sequence of projective bundles starting with IP(E). Points in this 
space are lines in E. Let U 1 denote the canonical line bundle over JPl(E) and E the product 
bundle IP(E) x E. Take the quotient E/Ul and form the projective bundle JPl(E/Ud -1 JPl(E). 
Consider the fiber over a point 1 in JPl(E). This fiber consists of all the lines in E/1- in other 
words all the planes in E containing the line 1. 
Now construct the canonical line bundle on JPl(E/UJJ. This bundle can be represented as 
Ul/U l for a rank-2 bundle Ul such that U; C Ul C E' as vector bundles over JPl(EjUd. So in 
the inclusions above we have that U; is in fact the pullback 
and E' is the vector bundle JPl(E/UJ) x E. Now construct JPl(E' /Ul). Each point in this space 
is a line contained in a plane contained in a 3-space. We continue with this construction until 
we arrive at the flag manifold JPl(E/Un-l) with canonical line bundle Un-dUn-l. 
Now let £'1 Ul and £'i = Ui/Ut-l. Then £'i is the line bundle equal to £'(8d where 8i : 











This is an iteration of the construction used to define the higher Chern classes and so we 
can see that xiI x~ ... ~ where ik ::; n - k form an additive basis for H· (F). 
We have a filtration of vector bundles, 
{OJ C Ul C U2 C ... C Un-l C E 
By Whitney's formula we have 
1 = c(E) = c(Un-d . c('cn) = C(Un-2) . c('cn-d . c('cn) 
... = C('cl) . C('c2).' . c('cn) 
= (1 - xd(l - X2) ... (1 - xn) 
and 80 it follows that el(xj, ... ,xn ) = ... = en (xl, ... ,Xn) = 0 where ek(xl, ... ,Xn ) is the 
kth elementary symmetric polynomial, given by the sum of all monomials XiI ..... Xik where 
the subscripts satisfy 1 ::; i 1 < '" < i k ::; n. These form a basis under Z for the symmetric 
polynomials. 
Thus we have 
H·(F, Z) ~ Z[Xl, .. ' ,xnJ/ (el (x), ... ,en(x)) , 
or in other words it follows that H·(F,Z) is isomorphic to the space of co-invariants of Syml:J* 
under the symmetric group as recquired. 
(On) : We still want to build up the flag manifold as a sequence of projective bundles - but 
we have to deal with the complication that this must be done in such a way as to ensure the 
subspaces are all isotropic. 
Since any line is isotropic, choosing a line is equivalent to simply picking a point in IP'(E). 
Having done this we choose an isotropic plane containing this line by choosing a line l2/ll in 
IP'(E/ll). We continue, iterating this construction until we obtain the symplectic flag, 
where dim E = 2n. Following the strategy above we set Xi = -Cl (Ui/Ui-l) for i between 1 
and n. The cohomology ring of the flag F(E)(n, ... ,I)) is generated by the Xi'S, but now with an 
additional relation. The symplectic form forces U and E/U dual vector bundles, implying 
1 = c(Un ) . c(E/Un ) = c('cn) . c(Un-ll· c(E/Un-d . c(,C;:) 
= ... = (1 + Xl)'" (1 + xn H1 - xll ... (1 - xn) 
= (l-XT)··· (1-x~). 
So following the reasoning above we have 
H·(Fsym, Z) ~ Z[Xh''') xnJ/ [(e l (XT,"') x~), ... en(xT, ... , x~)] . 
(Bn) : Since the Weyl groups for Bn and en are the same we expect to obtain the same end 
results. In this case not all lines are isotropic, for example the vector el + en+l defines a 
non-isotropic line. Thus instead of choosing any point in IP'(E) , we choose points in a subvariety 
defined by a single quadratic equation (see §3). Thus the flag manifold F(E)[n,,,.,I] is constructed 
as a sequence of quadric projective bundles 











which carries the same infonnation as 
{O} C U 1 C ... C Un C U* C ... cut C E 
The quadratic form implies that Un and E/U,;: are dual bundles, giving the relation 
1 = c(Un ) . c(E/U*). 
We can break this down into its components and in then end we obtain exactly as in the case 
for Cn, 
H·(.F°rth-odd, Z) :::0:: Z[?q, ... , xnJl [(el(xf, ... , x~), ... , en(xt, ... , ~)] . 
(Dn) : This case is identical to the previous one, with an additional relation. Choose any non-
isotropic vector v. For example with our canonical basis let v = el + en+l. Then v cannot be 
contained in any isotropic subspace of E, and so v defines an everywhere nonvanishing section 
of the bundle E/Un . 
Before going any further let us see why this behaviour does not occur in the previous two 
cases. Cn does not allow non-isotropic vectors. In the case of Bn we are considering the vector 
bundle E/U';:. u,;: is an n + 1 dimensional vector space and thus Q (U,;:, U,;:) i= 0 and we are 
not guaranteed an everywhere non-zero section. 
Continuing, this implies this bundle has vanishing top Chern class, and so 
The Weyl group for Dn has only even sign changes, so we have thli> additional relation which 
is unaffected by even changes in sign. Thus 
H·(F°rth-even,Z) :::0:: Z[Xh"" xnJl [e1 (xt, ... ,~)' ... ) en(xt, ... , x~), (Xl ... xn )] .• 
Suppose we are given the map G/B ---7 G/PC<: with fibers copies of the projective line. Then 
since G IB can be built out of projective bundles it follows by property C4 of the chern classes 
that the cohomology of the fibers is freely generated by the restriction of cohomology classes of 
G/B as recquired in Lemma 6.4. 
7.2 Bruhat cells 
There is a strong link between the Bruhat order on the Weyl group and the topology of the flag 
manifold G/B, which we look at in this section. We draw heavily on results proven in §S.2. 
We start by describing the Bruhat decomposition of the flag manifold following [19]. Let 
G be a complex semi-simple Lie group, with fixed Borel subgroup B and corresponding Borel 
subalgebra b. Let N be the unipotent radical of B with Lie algebra n, and set N- = sNs-1 
the subgroup of G corresponding to the algebra n- of negative roots. Denote by F = G/B the 
flag manifold consisting of all Borel subgroups of G. We form a series of set-theoretic bijections, 
W ---7 {N-orbits on F} ---7 {Nw Iw E W}. (32) 
• Let NG(T) be the normaliser of Tin G. It is a standard fact, see [34] or [8], that NG(T)/T 
is li>omorphic to the Weyl group. Define a map W ---7 {N-orbits on F} taking w E W to the 











• Let Nw = W· N-· w-1 n N. Define a map 
Nw-t Fw:nH n·w· B. (33) 
This is an isomorphism of algebraic varieties and provides the second map. 
This has the immediate consequence that we can parametrise the N-orbits on F by the Weyl 
group. We refer to these N-orbits as Bruhat cells, and refer to the decomposition of F into 
these cells as the Bruhat decomposition, [9J, 
F= U Fw= U N·w·B. 
WEW WEW 
The flag variety F can be embedded into a projective space. This is described in §4.1 for 
explicit cases - we now consider a general semi-simple group. Let X be a finite dimensional 
G-module with regular highest weight h. By regular we mean (h, a:) i= 0 for all a: E n, or 
equivalently that the Wh are distinct. 
Choose for each WE W a non-zero vector fw E X of weight Wh. This uniquely determines 
a point [fw] E P(X). By the regularity of h, the stabiliser of the point [fe] under the natural 
induced action of G is B, the Borel subgroup. Thus the orbit of [f e] in P(X) is naturally 
isomorphic to F. Denote this embedding by 
L: F Y P(X). 
In addition the Bruhat cells have a natural description in terms of this embedding. Let :Fw be 
the closure of Fw in F. This is an irreducible algebraic variety which we refer to as a Schubert 
variety. 
Definition 7.4 For each W E W let Q>w be the linear junction on X satisfying 
Q>w(f) = 0 if f E X is a vector of weight not equal to Wh. 
Lemma 7.5 
:Fw = t-1(P(U(n) ,w, [fel)). 
Proof. We will show that given f E X such that [f] E F it follows that 
[f] E Fw if and only if f E U(n) . fw and Q>w(f} i= o. 
(34) 
(35) 
Since [f] E F we can assume that f = g. fe for some 9 E G. First assume [f] E Fw. Thus 
9 EN· W· B and so f Cl exp(Y).w. fe for some Y E U(n), thus f E U(n)· fw and Q>w(f) i= O. 
It is also clear that for each f E X there is at most one W E W such that f E U(n)fw and 
Q>w(f) i= O. (35) follows since :F UWEw Fw· 
P(U(n)· [fw]) is the closure of U(n)· [fw] in F, immediately implying (34) .• 
Fw has dimension lew). We can see this since the annihilator of W . [fe] [fw] in N 
corresponds to the root spaces in n conjugate to positive root spaces under w. This is the 
case since under this conjugation [fw] is a highest weight space. Thus Fw is parametrised by 
W· n n s . n (where s is the bottom of the Bruhat order) and is an affine cell. 
For each root yEt:. we fix root vectors X-y and lly in 9 such that [X-y,1:Iy] = try. Denote 
by 9 Y the subalgebra of 9 generated by X-y, 1:Iy and try. gY is isomorphic to .6[2 C, see §2.1. Let 











Lemma 7.6 Let n = (W'A.1'V) E Z, n> O. The elements {Y~ . fWI Ii = 0, ... , n} form a basis 
for ic Putt = y~. fWI. Then Yy' f 0, ~. f = e'f w', (e ' # 0) and fw cf (e # 0). 
Proof. By Lemma 5.12, W
,
- 11' E .1.+, so 'Xv' fw l = e'Xv . Wi . fe = cw ' . Xwl-ly . fe = 0, 
in other words f Wi is a highest weight with respect to 9 y. It then follows from the theory of 
representations of $[1«:, see §2.1, that the {y~. fw l h=o, ... ,n form a basis for X and that 
n f- n n f 'f x.y. = x.y . Yy' Wi = e Wi. 
Since w = O'yW' , we have wA = O'y(W'A) = W'A - W'A(hy)y and thus Y~ . fWI has weight WA. 
Since the weight space wA has multiplicity one, it follows that Y~ . fw l = f = cfw for some 
c#O .• 
Theorem 7.7 Let X be a finite dimensional representation of 9 with highest weight A. Assume 
that the weights wA for w E Ware distinct and select for each w a non-zero f w E X with weight 
wA. Then 
Wi 2:: w if and only if fWI E U(n)fw (36) 
Proof. Our strategy is to introduce a partial ordering on W: 
w -l Wi if and only if fWI E U(n)fw. 
This i'l indeed a partial ordering since the weights WA are distinct. We now show that it coincides 
with the Bruhat order using Proposition 5.18. Thus the ordering must satisfy Pl and P2, 
Pl. Let (X E nand l(O'ocw) = l(w)-l. Then w ~ O'ocW, and by Lemma 7.6, fu",w E U(n)fw, 
that is, w -l O'ocW. 
P2. Let w -l Wi. We choose an (X E n such that w 0' ocW. We choose Wi so that 
O'ocW' -7 Wi. We will prove that O'ocW -l Wi, that is fWI E U(n)fuocw. This is equivalent to 
showing fu",w E U(n-)fw/. By Lemma 7.6 we have Xoc' fWI = 0 and x~· fw = cfuo:.w where 
n = (O'ocw, A, (XV). By assumption fWI E U(n)fw and thus fw E U(n-)fwl. Letting p-oc denote 
the sub algebra of 9 generated by fJ, n- and gOC it follows that 
fu",w = cx~. fw = X· fWI for some X in U(p-OC). 
X can be written in the form 
1 
X L. YiYi + Yxoc 
i=l 
for Yi E U(n-), Yi E U(fJ) and Y E U(gOC). Thus 
fu",w L. YiY~' fW I = L. qYi · fWI E U(n-)fwl .• 
Finally we reach the theorem linking the topology of the flag variety with the Bruhat order. 
We find that the Bruhat order is a schematic of the Bruhat decomposition. 
Theorem 7.8 Let w E W, Tw eTa Bruhat cell, and Tw its closure. Then 












• Let Fw' C Fw. Then [fw'] E Fw, and by Lemma 7.5, fw' E U(n)fw. So by Theorem 7.7 
w:::;w l • 
• For the converse consider the case w .!.t Wi. Let n = (w l :\, )'V) E::E. By Lemma 7.6 it 
follows that n > 0, ~. fw = cfw' and ~+1 . fw O. Thus 
lim Cnexp(tXy)fw = ~lfw" 
t-lOO n. 
so that [fw'] E Fwor in other words Fw' C Fw .• 
7.3 The ring of polynomials on ~ 
In this section we study the rings R and R constructed in Definition 7.2 following [30]. See also 
[12], [13] and [25]. Since we know by Borel's Theorem that Rand H*(F, Q} are isomorphic it is 
interesting to try and find and algebraic construction of the cohomology classes of the Schubert 
varieties. This is the goal of the rest of this section. 
Definition 7.9 Let)' E.1.. Let.1.y: R -7 R be the operator defined by 
This maps R to itself since f - O'y f = 0 on the hyperplane)' = 0 in QQ in other words)' divides 
into the numerator. 
It is clear that the operator .1.y reduce the grading by one. 
Lemma 7.10 Let)' E .1., f and 9 in R. Then 
Proof. 
(a) .1._y = -.1.y, ~ = O. 
(b) w . .1.y ' w-1 = .1.wy. 
(c) O'y . .1.y = -.1.y . O'y = .1.y. O'y = -)'.1.y + 1 =.1.y)' - 1. 
(d) .1.yf = 0 if and only if O'y' f = f. 
(e) .1.yJ C J. 
(f) Let X E QQ' Then the commutator of.1.y with the operator of 
multiplication by X has the form [.1.y , xl = x(hy )O'y. 
(a) through (d) follows immediately from the definition of .1.y. 
To prove (e), let f = flf2, where fl E 1+ and f2 E R. Then .1.yf = fl.1.yf2 E J. 
For (f), since O'yX = X - (X, )'v)y = X .:. X(hy))' it follows that 
[.1.y , xl = .1.y(Xf) - x.1.y( f) = ~ (Xf - O'yX' O'y f - Xf + XO'yf) = X - O'yX . O'yf = X(hy) . O'y f • 
)' )' 
We wish to show that given w E W with reduced decomposition 0'",) ••• 0' "'k' we can legiti-











Theorem 7.11 LetIX.l, ••• ,lX.kEn andsetw=(j(J(.I ... (jCXJ<· LetLl((J(.I" •• ,CXJ<l 8(J(.1 ••• 8(J(.k' 
(a) If l(w) < 1 then 8((J(.I .... ,(J(.k) O. 
(b) If l(w) = 1 then 8((J(.I, ••. ,CXJ<) depend.~ only on wand we define this operator to be 8 w • 
Proof. We use induction on kj the case k = 1 is trivial. 
(a). Assmne by inductive hypothesis that 1( (j (J(.1 ••• (j CXJ<-I ) k-l, so that H (j (J(.I ••• (j CXJ<-l (j (J(.k ) 
1-2. Then (j tX{ (jtX{ II ••• (jCXJ<-1 = (jtX{ I I ... (jCXJ<-1 (j CXJ< for some i by Lemma 5.13. Since k- i < k, 
the inductive hypothesis implies 8tX{ 8tX{ I I ••• 8CXJ<_1 8tX{ I 1 ••• 8CXJ<_1 8CXJ< and so by Lemma 
7.1O(a) we have 
8tX{ ••• 8CXJ< 81X{ I 1 ••• 8CXJ< 8CXJ< = O. 
To prove (b), we introduce the operators 
We then have the following 
Lemma 7.12 See [30j. Let X E lJij. The commutator of r((J(.l , ... ,CXJ<) with the operator of multi-
plication by X is given by the formula 
k 
[r((J(.1 , ... ,CXJ<)' X) L X(Wi+l htX{ )Wi+ lwi 1 r((J(.I,""1X; , ... ,CXJ<)' 
i=l 
where Wi = (j CXJ< ••• (j tX{ •• 
This is a messy calculation which we avoid. 
(37) 
If 1(j(J(.1 •• , '<1tX{ ••• (jCXJ<) < k 1 then we are in case (a). So assmne this has length k-l and 
let w' (j(J(.1'" '<1tX{ ••• (jCXJ< and y = (j(J(.1 '" (jtX{-1 (1X.i). By Lemma 5.12 it follows that W w' 
and 
and 
Using Proposition 5.19 and the inductive hypothesis, (37) can be rewritten as 
[r((J(.), ... ,CXJ<)'X] = L w /X(hy)w-18 w l. 
w..'Y..twl 
(38) 
The right hand side of this equation does not depend on the decomposition of w. The proof of 
the Theorem thus comes down to the following fact, 
if r be an operator in R such that r( 1) = 0 and [r; xl = 0 for all X E lJij then r = 0,. 
which is clear since r commutes with all the non-constant terms and is zero on the constants. 
Thus our description of the behaviour of r((J(.l,''''CXJ< 1 characterises it. We can recover 8 w by the 
formula 8 w = wr w .• 











Corollary 7.13 The operators Aw satisftJ the commutator relation 
[w-1Aw,X] = L w'X(hy)w-1Awl .• 
w2-tw' 
Definition 7.14 We define the duals to the above, 
(39) 
1. Let Si = Ri: and S = EB Si. Denote by ( ,l the pairing S x R -1 Q. S inherits a W -action 
from R. 
2. For any X E lJij let X* denote the transformation of S adjoint to the operator of multipli-
cation by X in R. Th1J.'! for all fER and DES X* satisfies 
(D,Xf) = (X*D, f) 
3. Similarly denote by Fy: S -1 S the linear transformation adjoint to Ay: R -1 R. 
S is equivalent to the algebra of differential operators on IJ with constant coefficients. Under 
this equivalence, the pairing (,) is given by (D, f) = (Df)(O). Under this correspondence we 
also have X*(D) = [D, xJ as operators on R. This follows from the equations 
(X*D, f) = (D,xf) = X(Df)(O) + f(O) = f(O) 
[D,xJ f = (DX)f{O) -X(Df)(O) = f(O). 
We prove some basic results on Fy . 
Lemma 7.15 Let YEA. For any DES there is a DES such that y*(D) = D. If D is any 
such operator, then D - ITyD = Fy(D). So the left hand side of the equation does not depend on 
the choice of D. 
Proof. The existence of D follows from the fact multiplication by y is a monomorphism in R, 
implying y* is surjective. Also, for any fER we have 
thus D - ITyD Fy .• 
Theorem 7.16 Let CXl, ••• , CXk. En, w = IT"q ... IT<Xk' 
(aJ Ifl(W) < k then F<Xk '" F<x! = O. 
(b J If l(w) = k then F <Xk ... F <Xl depends only on W; denote the transformation by F w = A~. 
(cJ 
[x*, Fww] = L wiX(hy)FwiW. 
w-4w' 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Theorem 7.11 and Corollary 7.13 .• 












Theorem 7.18 The following hold, 
(a) Ow E St(w)' 
(b) Letw E W, OC E n. Then 
F(X.Ow= { 0
0 
(c) Let X E ~Q' Then 
WO"", 
ift(wO'(X.) = trw} -1, 
ift(wO'(X.) Hw) + 1. 
X*(Ow) = I. wIX(hy)Ow l • 
w.4w1 
(d) Let OC E n. Then 
{ 
-0 ift(wO'(X.) = trw) -1, 
O'(X.Ow = -0: + L Y, I w1oc(hy)Ow l ijt(wO'(X.) trw) + 1. 
WO"",---rW 
(e) Letw E W, trw) = k, Xl,,,.,Xk E ~Q' Then (Ow,Xl .. ·Xk) = LX1(hy) ... Xk(hy), 
where the sum is over all chains 
Proof. 
(a) Aw drops the grading by t(w) and so its adjoint will increasing the grading in S. 
(b) follow from Theorem 7.16. 
(c) X*(Ow} = X*Fww(l) = [x*, FwwJ(l) since X*(l) = 0 and so (c) follows from (40). 
(d) By Lemma 7.1O(c) we have O'(X. = oc*F(X. - 1. Thus (d) is an immediate consequence of 
(b) and (c). 
(e) Define Ow = OW-I. Then the..'le satisfy the relation 
(41) 
w.4w1 
Now since (O,xf) (X*(O), f), (e) is a consequence of (41) applied inductively on k .• 
Definition 7.19 Let ~ be the subspace of S orthogonal to J c R under ( ,). 
By Lemma 7.1O(f), ~ is invariant under the Fy's. We have 1 E ~ and so Ow E ~ for all wE W. 
Theorem 7.20 {Owlw E W} is a basis for~. 
Proof. linear independence: Let SEW be the element of maximal length and r = l( s). By 
Theorem 7.18(e), Os(p") > 0 so that Os =1= O. Now let L cwOw = 0 with w one of the elements 
of maximal length such that cd =1= O. Set k = trw). There is a sequence OCl, ... ,oc,,-k satisfying 
WO'(X.l ... O'a,._k = s. Let F = Fa,._k ... F(X.I' Then by Theorem 7.16 FOw Os and FOw = 0 if 
l(w) 2: k, w =1= w. Thus 
F (I. cwOw) = cwDs + terms of lower degree =1= O. 
spanning: It suffices to show fER and (Ow, f) = 0 for all w E W imply f E J. Assume f is a 











Let k > 0; we use induction assuming the result for all homogeneous polynomials of degree 
< k Thus given any IX E n and WE W we have by assumption (Fa.Ow, f) = O. But (Fa.Ow, f) 
(Ow,Lla.f ) and so by the inductive hypothesis Lla.f E J, so aLla.f = f - O"a.f E J. Therefore for 
all WE W, f == wf (mod J) and so averaging over the Weyl group we obtain 
IWI-1 ..L wf == f (mod J). 
WEW 
The left hand side belongs to 1 + so f E J. • 
7.4 Schubert varieties 
Finally we prove that the functionals Ow defined in the previous section correspond to the 
cohomology classes of the Schubert varieties J:w . Given a Bruhat cell Fw with closure J:w let 
be the fundamental class of the algebraic variety J:w , and let 
be the image under the map induced by the embedding J:w Y F. We know, see [15J, that given 
a non-singular projective variety X with filtration X Xs:> Xs-l :> ... :> Xo = 0 by closed 
algebraic subsets with Xi \ Xi - 1 a disjoint union of irreducible varieties lii,j each isomorphic to 
an affine space Cn(i,j) then the cohomology classes [Ui,j] of the closures provide an additive basis 
for H·(X,Z) over the integers. Thus the Schubert varieties form an additive basis for H(F,Z). 
Each Schubert variety gives rise to a linear functional t)w on R as follows, 
where (,) is the usual pairing between homology and cohomology, and IX: R ~ H·(F, Q) is the 
map from Borel's Theorem. 
Theorem 7.21 6w = Ow' 
This is our main theorem. It shows that we have found a natural algebraic construction in 
R for the cohomology classes of the Schubert varieties. The theorem is a consequence of the 
proposition: 
Proposition 7.22 (a) t)e = 1 and for any X E ~z 
x*(t)w) = ..L w'X(hy)t)wl • (42) 
W~WI 
(b) Suppose that for each w E W we are given an element ()w E Sl(w) with t) e = 1 and such 
that (42) holds for all X E ~z. Then ()w = Ow' 
Proof. The second part follows immediately by induction on l(w) along with Theorem 7.18(c). 











Given any topological space Y there is a bilinear mapping known as the cap-product, 
This has the properties, 
1. For all y E Hj(Y, Q), z E Hj-i(y, Q) and c E Hi(y, Q), 
(cny,z) = (y,cUz). (43) 
2. Let f: Yj -t Y2 be a continuous mapping. Then for all y E Hj(Yj , Q) and c E Hi (Y2, Q), 
(44) 
By (44) for any X E lJi, fER 
(X* (Ow), f) (Ow, Xf) = (Xw, (Xj (X) . (X2(f)) = (Xdx) n xw , (X(f)). 
Thus (42) is equivalent to showing that for all X E lJi, 
(Xj(x) nXw = L W'X(hy)XW I • (45) 
W~WI 
We restrict the line bundle ,c(X) to Fw C F and let Cx E H2(Fw ,Q) be the first Chern class of 
L(X)· By (44) and the definition of (X: lJi -t H2(F, Q) it is sufficient to prove that 
Cx n Xw = L. w'X(hy )Xw/ (46) 
w.!.tw' 
in H21[wl-2(Fw ,Q). To do this we use the following lemma 
Lemma 7.23 Let Y be a compact analytic space of dimension n such that the codimension of 
the space of singularities of Y is greater than one. Let £, be a line bundle on Y with first Chern 
class c E H2(y, Q). Let j.i be a non-zero analytic section of £, and L. miYi = div j.i the divisor 
of 1-1-. Then en [y] = L. mi[Y J E H2n-2(Y, Q), where [Y] and [Y J are the fundamental classes of 
Y and Vi. 
Proof. If Y is smooth then by Poincare duality the map _ n [Y] : Hi(y, Q) -t H2n-i(Y, Q) is an 
isomorphism taking cohomology classes to homology classes. Thus by property C6, we have 
In the C3..'le at hand where the space of singularities has co dimension greater than one, we use 
relative Poincare duality, see [40], excising the subvariety containing the singularities. • 
Proposition 7.22 follows from the lemma and the next two propositions. The first shows that 
the space of singularities has codimension two or more, since the dimension of Fw is l(w). The 
second calculates the divisor of a section. • 











Proposition 7.25 There is a section Il- of the vector bundle .c(X) over:Fw such that 
div Il- = L w'X(hy):F Wi. 
~Wl 
To prove these propositions we use the representation theoretic description of the Bruhat cells 
given in the last section. So as before we let X be a finite dimensional representation of G with 
regular highest weight A. 
Proof of 7.24. Given a root y E ..1+ let gl' denote the subalgebra of 9 generated by hy, 
x" and lJ,,· Then set L : SL2 C ~ G as the homomorphism corresponding to the embedding 
gl' ~ g. Within SL2 C consider the subgroups 
and the element cr (~1 ~). We can assume L(H') cHand L(B') c B. Let X be the smallest 
gY-invariant subspace of X containing fW" By definition X is invariant under L(SL2C), and the 
stabi1iser of the line [fW'] is B'. This then gives a mapping SL2C/B' F. SL2C/B' ~ pl. Let 
o and 00 E pI be the images of e and cr under L. Define a mapping 
E,:NW' Xpl ~T: (n,z)Hn·5(z). 
Lemma 7.26 E, has the following properties, 
(a) E,(NW' X to}) = Tw" E, (NWI X (pI - to})) c Tw. 
(b) The restriction of E, to NW' X (pI - too}) is an isomorphism onto an open subset of :Fwl. 
Proof. The first part of (a) follows immediately from the isomorphism (33). Since Tw is 
invariant under N, the second part reduces to showing 5(z) E Tw for all z E 1P'1 to}. Let 
11. E SL1C be the inverse image of z. Then 11. can be written blcrbl with bh b2 E B'. Clearly 
L(b2)fw' = clfw' and L(cr)fw' = C2fw where Cl and C2 are constant. So L(11.)fw' CIC2L(b1)fw 
so that 5(z) E Tw as recquired. 
(b) pI {(X)} is naturally isomorphic to N'- C SLliC. Consider the map 
w-l 0 E,: Nw' x (pI - too}) ~ T. 
E, : NW' x N'- ~ T can be explicitly written as 
E,(n,nd =n· L(nl)[fwl ], for n E Nw' and nl E N'-. 
Thus w,-l 0 E,(n, nJl = (w,-lnw')(w,-l . L(nllw')[fel. 
(47) 
(48) 
By definition of NW" w'-INw1w' c N- and since w,-ly E..1+ it follows that w'-IL(N'-)w' C 
N-. In addition the intersection of the tangent spaces of these two subgroups is zero since 
NW' C N and L(N'-) C N-. The mapping N- ~ T: n H n[fel is an isomorphism onto an 
open subset of T. Now we use the lemma, 
Lemma 7.27 !4J. Let NI and Nl be two closed algebraic subgroups of a unipotent group N 
whose tangent spaces at the identity have zero intersection. Then the product mapping N I X 











We know the tangent spaces of NW' and L(N /-) have zero intersection at the identity. (48) 
shows that we have a product embedding into N - and so by Lemma 7.27 we are done. • 
So the image lll1der E, of NW' x {a} is :Fwi and also NW' x (JP>1 - {oo}) ::> NW' x {a} is mapped 
isomorphically onto an open subset of :Fw. Thus the points of :Fwl are non-singular in Fw and 
Proposition 7.24 is proven .• 
Proof of 7.25. Any element of I)i can be written X = A - A' where A and A' are regular 
highest weights. SO £,X = £,11 ® £,11 '- 1 and it is sufficient to find a section I.L with the recquired 
properties for the special case X = A. 
Let ex be the vector blll1dle on JP'(X) consisting of pairs (1, QJ) where QJ is a linear functional 
on the line 1 eX. Then, see Definition 4.7, £,11 = i*(ex) where i is the embedding:F Y JP>(X). 
In Definition 4.7 we used the dual projective space, and the ordinary canonical bundle, whereas 
here we use normal projective space and the dual of the canonical blll1dle. 
The linear functional cPw, Definition 7.4 on X gives a section of the bundle e. We will 
prove that the restriction I.L of to this section to :Fw is a section of the line bundle £,11 with the 
recquired properties. 
By Lemma 7.5 l.L(x) i= 0 for all x E :Fw . Thus the support of the divisor div I.L is contained 
in 
w.!.tw1 
Since FW1 is an irreducible variety we have div I.L = L l' UyFw1, where Uy E Zci. The final 
w~w' 
step is to show Uy = w'X (hy). 
As a result of Lemma 7.26 the coefficient Uy is equal to the mUltiplicity of zero of the section 
6*(1.L) of the line bundle 6*(£,11) on JP>1 at the point a that is the multiplicity of zero of the 
function 
l\J(t) = cPw l ((expt1:)y)fwl ) for t = O. 
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